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Chapter 1 

Executive Summary 

The experiment described in this Letter of Intent provides a decisive measurement of 

65, the spin of the nucleon carried by strange quarks. This is crucial as, after more 

than thirty years of study, the spin contribution of strange quarks to the nucleon is 

still not understood. 

The interpretation of 65 measurements from inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering 

(DIS) experiments using charged leptons suffers from two questionable techniques; an 

assumption of SU(3)-fiavor symmetry, and an extrapolation into unmeasured kine

matic regions, both of which provide ample room for uncertain theoretical errors in 

the results. The results of recent semi-inclusive DIS data from HERlVIES paint a 

somewhat different picture of the contribution of strange quarks to the nucleon spin 

than do the inclusive results, but since HERMES does not make use of either of the 

a bove-mentioned techniques, then the results are somewhat incomparable. \iVhat is 

required is a measurement directly probing the spin contribution of the strange quarks 

in the nucleon. 

Neutrino experiments provide a theoretically clean and robust method of de

termining 65 by comparing the neutral current interaction, which is isoscalar plus 

isovector, to the charged current interaction, which is strictly isovector. A past ex

periment, E734, performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory, has pioneered this 

effort. Building on what they have learned, we present an experiment which achieves 

a measurement to ±O.025 using neutrino scattering, and ±O.04 using anti-neutrino 

scattering, significantly better than past measurements. The combination of the neu

trino and anti-neutrino data, when combined with the results of the parity-violating 

electron-nucleon scattering data, will produce the most significant result for 65. 
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This experiment can also measure neutrino cross sections in the energy range 

required for accelerator-based precision oscillation measurements. Accurate measure

ments of cross sections have been identified as a priority of the neutrino community, 

as determined through the APS Multidisciplinary Study on the Future of Neutrino 

Physics. From the APS report, the Neutrino Matrix makes its recommendations in 

context of several assumptions regarding the neutrino program, including: 

"Determination of the neutrino reaction and production cross sections 


required for a precise understanding of neutrino oscillation physics and the 


neutrino astronomy of astrophysical and cosmological sources. Our broad 


and exacting program of neutrino physics is built upon precise knowledge 


of how neutrinos interact with matter." 


The experiment described here will provide unique information on cross sections 

of ",-,I GeV neutrinos, in precisely the range explored by present and future long 

baseline oscillation programs. 

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory is the natural place to perform this exper

iment. The physics goals proposed here grow the existing program and are necessary 

ingredients for the next generation oscillation physics measurements in this same en

ergy range. This is a small, cost-effective, and timely experiment which fits well with 

the growing neutrino program at Fermilab. 

Outline 

The experiment is presented in the following order: 

• 	 Chapter 2 provides the physics motivation for these measurements, establishing 


that a new neutrino experiment is necessary; 


• 	 Chapter 3 describes the flux and event rates at this near location on the Booster 


Neutrino Beamline; 


• 	 Chapter 4 sets forth detection techniques, demonstrating that an appropriate 


detector can be built on a reasonable time scale for $2.8M, including contin


gency; 


• 

II 
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• 	 Chapter 5 examines neutrino interactions in the detector for the physics mea

surements, showing that a decisive measurement can be achieved; 

• 	 Chapter 6 provides some details on implementation at Fermilab; 

• 	 Chapter 7 provides a summary and conclusion. 

Requests to the Directorate and PAC 

The purpose of this letter of intent is to layout a program of physics which warrants 

encouragement from the PAC and Directorate to take the LoI to the proposal stage . 

We ask for your comments and encouragement. For this LoI and en route to taking 

FINeSSE to the proposal stage, we have made some assumptions regarding beam rate, 

funding scenarios and time-line. These are outlined below. Vve ask for your specific 

comments on these assumptions so we may modify them as necessary in preparing a 

proposal and planning the trajectory of the experiment. 

• 	 We have assumed a beam delivery rate of 2 x 1020 protons on target (POT) 

per year based on a letter from Mike Witherell from August, 2004. Our run 

plan will need to be modified should this POT rate change. vVe would like to 

know this "design" POT number as well as a "minimum" possible number of 

POT/year in order to prepare a proposal. 

• 	 Funding scenarios include pursuing outside funding for detector materials and 

construction, however, we will request that the lab construct the detector hall 

to house the experiment and help, if possible, with some of the detector costs. 

• 	 Provided funding is aquired in a timely manner, the FINeSSE run will start in 

2008 and span approximately 3 years in order to accumulate 6 x 1020 POT. 

Thank you for your consideration. 



--
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Chapter 2 

Physics Motivation 

This exper-iment will cleanly measur-e the stmnge quar-k contr-ibution to the 

nucleon spin, 6,8, as well as a suite of neutrino and anti-neutrino cross 

sections in the crucial 1 Ge V energy region. 

The strange quark contribution to the nucleon spin remains unresolved after 

several decades of work via deep-inelastic scattering experiments. Neutrino neutral

current (NC) elastic scattering is uniquely sensitive to the nucleon axial structure 

and offers the best method for extracting 6,8. Only one previous neutrino scattering 

experiment to date, BNL E734 [1], has attempted to measure 6,8, albeit with limited 

precision and sensitivity. A next generation neutrino scattering experiment described 

here is crucial to cleanly determining 6,8. 

In addition to NC elastic scattering, this experiment can measure a full palette of 

neutrino and anti-neutrino interactions at low energy (~ 1 Ge V). Cross section data 

on such reactions are sparse. Improved knowledge of low energy neutrino interaction 

rates on a nuclear target is becoming increasingly important as neutrino oscillation 

experiments in this energy range enter the precision era. 

This chapter motivates these measurements, describing their history and present

ing the improved precision and sensitivity this experiment can achieve. 
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2.1 ~s Measurement 


From the time that the composite nature of the proton was discovered, physicists 

have sought to understand its constituents. The study of nucleon spin has grown 

into an industry, and opened new theoretical frontiers. Deep-Inelastic Scattering 

(DIS) measurements with polarized beams and/or t argets have given us a direct 

measurement of the spins carried by the quarks in the nucleon. A central mystery 

has unfolded: in the nucleon, if the u and d valence quarks carry approximately equal 

and opposite spins, where lies the remainder? 

One key contribution that has eluded a definitive explanation is the spin contri

bution from strange quarks in the nucleon sea. A large strange quark spin component , 

extracted from recent measurements [2], would be of great theoretical interest, since 

it would require significant changes to current assumptions. Is this large value of the 

strange spin due to chiral solitons [3], a misinterpretation of the large gluon contribu

tions coming from the QeD axial anomaly [4, 5], or incorrect assumptions of SU(3) 

symmetry [6]? In addition, an understanding of the nucleon spin structure is a key 

input to dark matter searches and to the understanding of core collapse supernovae. 

It has been known for some time that low energy (and 10w-Q2) neutrino mea

surements are a theoretically robust technique (as robust as, e.g., the Bjorken sum 

rule) for isolating the strange quark contribution. Low-energy, intense neutrino beams 

now make it possible to take greater advantage of this method. The experiment de

scribed here, using these beams along with a novel detection technique, will resolve ... 
the presently murky experimental picture. 

This experiment will measure LlS by examining neutral current neutrino-proton ... 
scattering; the rate of this process is sensitive to any contributions from strange 

quarks (both sand s) to the nucleon spin. Specifically, LlS is extracted from the ... 
ratio of neutral current neutrino-proton (vp --) vp) scattering to charged current 

neutrino-neutron (vn --) ,"cp) scattering. The measurement will be performed at low 

momentum transfer (Q2 ~ 0.2 GeV2), in order to unambiguously extract LlS from 

the axial form factor, GA. 'liVe will improve on the latest measurement of neutral 

current neutrino-proton scattering (BNL 734) [1] by measuring this process not only 

at a 10wer-Q2 , but also with more events, less background, and lower systematic 

uncertainty. 
... 

In the following sections, we describe previous and current experiments relevant 

.. 


II 
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to the question of strange quarks in the nucleon. We then describe why neutral 

current neutrino-nucleon elastic scattering is sensitive to the axial structure of the 

nucleon. We show a recent analysis of how the data may be analyzed together with 

PY electron scattering data. vYe conclude with a summary of the sensitivity of this 

experiment to 65 (detailed more completely in Chapter 5). 

2.1.1 6s: Strange Matrix Element of the Axial Current 

In the current experimental program of nucleon structure studies, we find two broad 

areas of experimentation. First, elastic scattering of electrons from nucleons is used 

to measure the electroweak and axial form factors of the nucleon over a ra.nge of 

momentum transfer of 0.1 < Q2 < 10 Gey2. These experiments have taken place at a 

variety of laboratories over the years, with the current program focused at MIT-Bates, 

JLab, and Mainz. The emphasis of the current program has been on determining 

the strange quark contributions to the electromagnetic form factors, through the 

exploitation of the interference between photon and Z-boson exchange processes. 

Second, deep-inelastic scattering of muons and electrons from nucleon and nuclear 

targets, historically responsible for the discovery of the partonic structure of matter, 

continues to playa role in the exploration of the distribution of quarks and gluons in 

nucleons. One of the highlights here is the focus, over the last 15 years, on the spin 

structure of the nucleon. The deep-inelastic exploration of nucleon spin takes place 

now at both leptonic and hadronic facilities - the spin program at RHIC being the 

most notable example of an hadronic facility taking on this physics topic. 

QCD provides a simple framework in which these two experimental programs are 

joined together. The asymmetries observed in the polarized deep-inelastic scattering 

experiments arise from the antisymmetric part of the virtual Compton amplitude, 

which contains at its heart the nucleon axial current, iilJ.1/5q. In the quark-parton 

model, inclusive scattering of leptons from nucleon targets measures the nucleon struc

ture function F1 , 
1 

F1 (x) = - L>~q(x)
2 q 

where eq and q(x) are respectively the charge and parton distribution function for 

quarks of flavor q. Inclusive scattering of polarized leptons from polarized nucleon 

targets measures the spin-dependent nucleon structure function .91, 

.91(X) = 2
1 
L>~6q(x) 

q 
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where now !:lq( x) is a polarized parton distribution function; it is defined as !:lq( x) = 
qT(x) - ql (x), where qT(x) and ql (x) are respectively the distributions for quarks 

to be found parallel or anti-parallel to the proton spin. In QCD, these distribution 

functions take on a scale dependence: !:lq(x, Q2). At the same time, the axial form 

factors G~ (Q2) measured in elastic neutrino scattering are themselves matrix elements 

of the axial current, 

where the matrix element has been taken between two nucleon states of momenta p 

and pI, and Q2 = - (pI - p? The diagonal matrix elements of the axial current are 

called the axial charges, 

where NI and sp, are respectively the mass and spin vector of the nucleon. The 

quantities !:lq are called "axial charges" because they are the value of the axial form 

factors at Q2 = 0; that is to say, for example, G~ (Q2 = 0) = !:ls. The connection 

between the two sets of observables lies in a well-known QCD sum rule for the axial 

current, namely that the value of the axial form factor at Q2 = 0 is equal to the 

integral over the polarized parton distribution function measured at Q2 = 00. For 

example, 

!:ls = G~ (Q2 = 0) = fo1 !:ls(x, Q2 = 00 )dx. 

In this way, the axial charges !:lq provide the link between the low-energy elastic 

neutrino scattering measurements of axial form factors and the high-energy deep

inelastic measurements of polarized parton distribution functions. 

Of course, there are practical difficulties in the full exploration of this sum rule. 

No scattering experiment can reach Q2 = 0 or Q2 = 00, and no deep-inelastic ex

periment can ever reach .1: = O. However, the consequences of these difficulties are 

more severe in some cases than in others. The inability to reach Q2 = 00 in the 

deep-inelastic program means that QeD corrections enter into the sum rule written 

above. There is much theoretical experience in calculating these corrections. While 

the low-energy elastic experiments cannot reach Q2 = 0, divergent behavior of the 

form factors near Q2 = 0 is not expected and so the idea of extrapolating to Q2 = 0 

from measurements at low, non-zero Q2 is not met with alarm. On the other hand, 

the limitations imposed by the inability to reach x = 0 in the deep-inelastic exper

iments are more problematic. The unpolarized parton distribution functions q(x) 

• 
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are all known to increase rapidly as x -----1 0 and there is no calculation of the ex

pected behavior near x = 0 to rely upon for an extrapolation from measurements 

made at x =J O. Similar comments apply to the polarized parton distributions b..q(x-). 

Unpolarized measurements of the parton distributions at HERA have reached very 

low values of .T, nearing 1; = 3 X 10-5 , but the corresponding measurements of the 

polarized distribution functions, from data at SLAC, CERN, and DESY, only reach 

x = 3 X 10-3
. Therefore, measurements of the axial charges place important con

straints on the behavior of the distributions b..q( x) in the unmeasurable low-.T region. 

As this Letter of Intent will demonstrate, the only way to measure the strange 

axial charge, b..s, is by means of low-energy elastic scattering of neutrinos from nu

cleons. 

2.1.2 Astrophysical Relevance of ~s 

b..s is a fundamental property of the nucleon that is not well-known and will lead to 

much insight into nucleon structure. In addition, it is a quantity that needs to be 

better measured to understand two important astrophysical questions. 

Core Collapse Supernovae 

Core collapse supernovae (SN) are massive explosions of single stars that are dom

inated by neutrinos and their weak interactions. Ninety-nine percent of the total 

energy released is radiated in neutrinos. The mean free path for ~~ and T neutrinos 

is dominated by neutrino-nucleon elastic scattering. These neutrinos do not have 

enough energy for charged current interactions that require producing a charged lep

ton. The mean free path determines the diffusion time and indeed neutrinos were 

observed for about 10 seconds from SN1987 A. The mean free path also determines 

the rate of energy transfer from the hot protoneutron st.ar to matter near t.he shock 

front. This shock is thought. to be energized by neut.rino interactions and eventually 

ejects 90% of the star to form the supernova. Such calculations are very sensitive to 

the details of how neutrinos interact with matter. This is because there is so much 

more energy in the neut.rino radiation and a small change in the energy deposition 

can determine if the shock succeeds in exploding the star or fails and the system 

collapses to a black hole. A number of theorists are presently performing large scale 

numerical simulations of SN, see, for example, Ref. [7]. 
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Much of the matter behind the shock has been dissociated into nearly free nu

cleons that are mostly neutrons because of rapid electron capture. Therefore, one of 

the most important reactions is neutrino-neutron elastic scattering. In a SN, typical 

neutrino energies are near 25 MeV so momentum transfers are small. This cross sec

tion is still uncertain at the approximately 20% level because of the unknown value 

of the strange quark axial charge, 63. The effect of strange quark uncertainties on 

neutrino opacities is discussed in Ref. [8]. The measurement described in this Letter 

will provide better input for such SN simulations. A smaller cross section would im

ply a smaller diflusion time and, other things being equal, a more rapid transport of 

energy from the protoneutron star to the region near the shock front. 

Dark Matter Searches 

Understanding the spin contribution to the nucleon of the strange quarks is impor

tant for certain searches of dark matter [9j. In R-parity-conserving supersymmetric 

models, the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is stable and therefore a dark

matter candidate; in certain scenarios, the relic LSP density is large enough to be 

of cosmological interest. Experimental searches for cosmic LSPs can be competitive 

with accelerator-based searches [lOj. 

In the case where the LSP is the neutralino, cosmic LSP can be detected either 

directly, through elastic neutralino scattering in an appropriate target/detector, or 

indirectly. The indirect method involves detecting high-energy neutrinos from neu

tralino annihilations in the center of the sun: neutralinos in the galactic halo can 

lose energy through elastic scattering with nuclei as they pass through the sun and 

become gravitationally trapped, sinking to the center. There, they accumulate and 

can subsequently annihilate into gauge bosons or heavy quarks; a significant fraction 

of the decay products of those involves high-energy neutrinos. The accumulation rate, 

and therefore the observed neutrino flux on earth, depends on the neutralino-nucleon 

scattering cross section (see [11] for a detailed calculation). 

The neutralino-nucleus elastic-scattering cross section contains a spin-dependent 

and a spin-independent part. The spin-dependent part is given by 

where GF is the Fermi constant, mr the reduced neutralino mass, J the nucleus spin, 

... 


... 


... 

... 
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and 

A == J
1 

(ap(Sp) + an (Sn)); 

here ( Sp(n) ) is the average proton (neutron) spin in the nucleus and 

-


where the sum is over quark flavors and the coefficients Cti are functions of the compo

sition of the neutralino in terms of the supersymmetric partners of the gauge bosons. 

The factors 6.qf and 6.qf are the quark contributions to the proton or neutron spin. 

It is established [2, 12] that 6.'U and 6.d have opposite signs. Therefore from 

the above , it should be clear that knowledge of 6.5 is not only important for the 

interpretation of any limits from such dark matter searches, but could also influence 

the choice of detector material for direct searches [13]' making nuclei with either 

proton- or neutron-spin excess optimal, depending on its value and sign. 

2.1.3 Current Information on 65 

The importance of measuring 6.5 has been known for quite some time, yet it is not an 

exaggeration to say this quantity has never been measured . All information to date 

on 6.5 is laden with questionable theoretical assumptions coupled to extrapolations 

of experimental data into unmeasured regions. In this section we show why a robust 

measurement of 6.5 is long overdue. 

6.s from E734 

The only extensive neutrino-nucleon elastic scattering data available are from the 

BNL E734 experiment [1]. This experimental program had many goals, one of which 

was the extraction of 6.8. The experiment measured the cross sections for up ---) 

up and Dp ---) Dp elastic NC scattering in seven Q2 bins over the kinematic range 

0.45 < Q2 < 1.05 GeV2 
. The cross sections were normalized [14] to the event rate for 

un ---) f.L-p and Dp ---) f.L+n quasi-elastic CC scattering, for which the cross sections 

were already known [15]. The error on these measured cross sections in the lowest Q2 

bin was 20% (22%) for the up ---) up (Dp ---) Dp) reaction. 
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Elastic neutrino-nucleon scattering is very sensitive to the axial form factor of 

the nucleon. The cross section for vp and Dp elastic scattering is given by [16] .... 

where the + (-) sign is for v (D) scattering, and 

HI 

T 

A 

B 

C 

_ 

4(Ev/ NIp - T) 

Q2/4M~ 

~ [(G~)2(1 + T) - ((F() 2 - T(F2Z) 2) (1 - T) + 4TF( F2Z] 

-~GZ(FZ + F.Z)4 A 1 2 

6!T [ ( G~) 2 + (F()2 + T(F2
Z?] . 

Here, Ev is the neutrino beam energy, and FIZ, Fl, and G~ are respectively the 

neutral weak Dirac, Pauli, and axial form factors. At low Q2, this cross section is 

dominated by the axial contribution: 

The quantity 6.7), - 6.d is already known from neutron f3 decay; this is just gA , the 

Q2 = 0 value of the CC part of the axial form factor. So, the only unknown part 

is the strange axial charge, 6.8. Of course, the measurement cannot be performed 

at Q2 = 0 so a determination of 6.8 will always involve an extrapolation over some 

unmeasured interval near Q2 = O. 

... 

In their 6.8 analysis the E734 collaboration use a dipole form for the weak axial 

form factor, 
Z 2 1 gA(l+r] ) 

GA(Q ) = 2(1 + Q2/M~ )2 
where .9A = 1.26 is the CC coupling constant measured in neutron /3 decay, MA is the 

"axial mass" parameter used in fitting the Q2-dependence of the known (CC) part 

of the axial form factor , and r] is a parameter used to measure the size of strange 

quark contributions to the axial form factor. In our modern notation, 6.8 = -r]gA ' 

It is important to note that while the dipole shape fits the CC part of the axial 

form factor nicely, this form has no physical significance and there is no theoretical 

support for the idea that the strange sea contribution to the form factor should have 

• 
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0.4 

0.3 

~ 0 .2 

0 .1 

0 .0 

- 0.10.80 1.00 1.20 

MA [{GeV/c )2] 

Figure 2.1: Results from a fit of the BNL E734 vp ---- vp and Dp ---- iJp scattering 

data [1] indicating the preferred values of 'r/ (= -6.S/ 9A) and M A. (Figure from 

Ref. [1].) 

the same Q2-dependence as the up- and down-quark valence contribution. Fitting 

their data to extract 'r/ , with NIA at the world average at that time, they found a 

value r} = 0.12 ± 0.07, implying a value of 6.s = -0.15 ± 0.09. A simultaneous fit 

to both 'r/ and NIA yields a value of 'r/ with a substantially larger error as may be 

seen from the fit results, shown in Figure 2.1. The current world average neutrino 

scattering data give MA = 1.001 ± 0.020 GeV [17, 18] . 

Many years later, Garvey, Louis and White [16] performed a reanalysis of the 

E734 data introducing a number of additional features, compared to the original 

E734 analysis: 

• 	 Allowed for non-zero values of the vector strange form factors, which had been 

set to zero in the E734 analysis . 

• 	 Introduced a floating normalization for each data point, to allow for the un

certainty in the nuclear corrections made in the E734 cross section extraction 

procedure. 
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• 	 Included more recent nucleon form factor values, while continuing to assume the 

strange and non-strange axial form factors shared the same dipole form with 

the same parameter M A . 

Even with these improvements, this analysis resulted in a measurement of ~s with 

large errors due the limited precision of the E734 data and the large uncertainty 

arising from the extrapolation to Q2 = O. The results from a simultaneous fit of 

~s, the two strange vector form factors, (Ft and Fn, and constraining MA to the 

world-average at that time, yielded ~s = -0.21 ± 0.10. However, satisfactory fits 

were obtained for ~s ranging from 0 to -0.21 depending on the details of the Q2 

evolution of the axial form factor . 

More recently, Alberico et al. [19] performed a rather different analysis using the 

E734 data, again with the goal of extracting the strange form factors of the proton. 

Instead of a point-to-point analysis and fit of the data, they focused their attention 

upon the use of several integral ratios reported by E734, namely 

R// = /~)//P-->l/P = 0.152 ± 0.007(stat) ± 0.017(syst) 
a //n-+J.1.-p 

(a)- 
RD = (a)-//P-+//P = 0.218 ± 0.012(stat) ± 0.023(syst) 

//p -+ J.1.+n 

R// / D = t~:P->:P = 0.302 ± 0.019(stat) ± 0.037(syst) 
a //P-+Yp 

where each (a) is an average over the range 0.5 < Q2 < 1.0 GeV2 . These three ratios 

are then combined into a single ratio, 

(Ap) = (a) //P-+//P - (a) Dp->Dp R// (1 - R///D) 

(a )//,n->J.1.-p - (a)Dp->J.1.+n 1 - R///DR/// RD' 

This ratio method allows for cancellation of any multiplicative errors associated with 

nuclear effects in the extraction of the original cross sections in E734. While this 

analysis pointed out the power of ratios in reducing nuclear model uncertainties , the 

errors on the E734 data did not allow a precise extraction of ~s and the conclu

sions were consistent with the Garvey, Louis, White reanalysis of the data described 

above [16], and led to no additional insight on the value of ~s. 

As is evident in this discussion, the BNL E734 data has generated a large amount 

of interest; this points to growing appreciation of the fact that neutral current neutrino 

scattering is an excellent probe of ~s. Unfortunately, however, the BNL E734 data 

are not precise enough to determine ~s. 
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~s from Charged-Lepton Deep-inelastic Scattering 

As mentioned earlier , the double-spin asymmetries in polarized inclusive leptonic 

deep-inelastic scattering measure the spin-dependent nucleon structure function g]: 

In leading order QCD, these functions take on a scale dependence: 

2 1 ""' 2 ( 2)g] (x , Q ) = "2 ~ eq~q x, Q . 
q 

In next-to-Ieading order (NLO) QCD , there are significant radiative corrections and 

the relation between g1 and the ~q becomes more complex. In the discussion here, 

we limit our attention to the leading-order QCD analysis because the NLO version 

of the analysis does not change the result (nor the uncertainty) for ~s very much, 

and the problems to be pointed out exist at all orders, because they are problems 

stemming from the data itself. 

Consider the analysis from the SMC Collaboration [12] as an example. They 

measured 91(X,Q2) over a wide kinematic range, 0.003 < x < 0.70 and 1.3 < Q2 < 
58.0 Gey2. This coverage is not a rectangle, i. e. there is a correlation between x and 

Q2 in the acceptance of the experiment , and so for a reasonable analysis it is necessary 

to use QCD to evolve all the data to a single value of Q2, in this case Q2 = 10 Gey2. 

In the process of performing this evolution, a fit function for 91 is produced. Then, 

to integrate the distribution 9] over 0 < x < 1, it is necessary to extrapolate to x = 1 

and x = O. The extrapolation to x = 1 makes use of the fact that 91, being a difference 

of two quark distributions, must go to 0 as x -7 1. This requirement is satisfied by 

assuming the measured experimental asymmetry to be constant for x > 0.7. The 

extrapolation to x = 0, on the other hand, is not straightforward, as the expected 

behavior of 91 (x) for x -7 0 is unknown. In this analysis, two methods were used. 

In one, the QCD evolution fit was simply extrapolated to x = O. In another, called 

the "Regge extrapolation," the value of 91 was assumed to be constant for x < 0.003. 

The results of these extrapolations may be seen in Fig. 2.2. The two values of the 

integral of g] from these extrapolations are 

0.142 ± 0.017 "Regge" 

0.130 ± 0.017 QCD fit. 
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Figure 2.2: Results of the SMC measurements of 91(X, Q2). Plotted is X91 as a 

function of .1:. The QCD fit is the continuous line, while the extrapolation assuming 

Regge behavior is indicated by the dot-dashed line. The inset is a close-up extending 

to lower values of .1: . (Figure from Ref. [12].) 

This integral is 	related to the axial charges: 

1 1 j'l 1 [4 1 1]f1= 91(X)dx=-Le~ 8.q(x)dx=- -8.u+-8.d+-8.s .10. 0 2 	 q 0 2 9 9 9 

Now, assuming that SU(3)J is a valid symmetry of the baryon octet , and using hy

peron {3 decay data, then two other relations between the three axial charges are 

determined: 

8.u - 8.d = 9A = F + D and 8.u + 8.d - 28.s = 3F - D 

where 9A = 1.2601 ± 0.0025 and F/D = 0.575 ± 0.016 (in 1997). Now one may solve 

for the axial charges, yielding the results shown in Table 2.1. Of course, the error bars 

quoted here do not include any estimate of the theoretical uncertainty underlying the 

assumption of SU (3)./ symmetry. They do include an estimate of the uncertainty 
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Table 2.1: Results for the axial charges from the SMC analysis [12] of their inclusive 

DIS data. 

"Regge" QCD fit 

t:::.u 0.84 ± 0.06 0.80 ± 0.06 

t:::.d -0.42 ± 0.06 -0.46 ± 0.06 

t:::.s -0.08 ± 0.06 -0.12 ± 0.06 

due to the extrapolations, but of course that is only an estimate because the actual 

behavior of .91 is unknown in the x -----7 0 region. The only conclusion to be drawn for 

t:::.s from this analysis is that it may be negative, with a value anywhere in the range 

from 0 to -0.18. 

t:::.s(x) from Semi-inclusive Leptonic Deep-inelastic Scattering 

In semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering, a leading hadron is observed in coincidence 

with the scattered lepton. This allows a statistical identification of the struck quark, 

and hence a measurement of the x-dependence of the individual t:::.q(x) distributions. 

(Inclusive scattering only measures the total structure function .91 (x).) The HERMES 

Experiment [20] on the HERA ring at DESY was especially designed to make this 

measurement. HERMES measured double-spin asymmetries in the production of 

charged hadrons in polarized deep-inelastic scattering of positrons from polarized 

targets; specifically, the asymmetry in the production of charged pions on targets of 

hydrogen and deuterium, and of charged kaons in scattering from deuterium. There 

is no assumption of SU(3)f symmetry in their analysis. They extract the following 

quark polarization distributions, over the range 0.023 < x < 0.60 [21]: 

t:::.st:::.u (x) t:::.d (x) ~U(x) t:::._d (x) -(x)d .u d u s 

where ~8(X) is defined to be the sum of ~S(x) and ~S(x). The results are shown in 

Fig. 2.3. 

It is seen that within the measured uncertainties, and within the measured x

region, the valence quarks (u and d) are polarized and the sea quarks (u, d, and s) are 

unpolarized. The integral value of the measured polarized strange quark distribution 
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Figure 2.3: HERMES results for polarized parton distribution functions. (Figure 

from Ref. [21J.) 

is 
0.60 

"6s" = .£=0,023 6s(x)dx = +0.028 ± 0.033(stat) ± 0.009(syst). 

Note this would only be the true 6s if the integral was over the full range, 0 < x < 1. 

Given the fact that the inclusive analysis described in the previous section pro

duced a negative value of 6s, it is natural to ask "where did the negative 6s go?" 

If the analyses of the inclusive and semi-inclusive data are both correct, then all the 

negative contribution to the value of 6s must come from the unmeasured x-region, 

that is from x < 0.023. That would imply an average value of 6s(x) of approxi

mately -5 in the range x < 0.023, which is not impossible, as s(x) is of order 20-300 

in the range 0.001 < x < 0.01 [22J. Some very interesting physics indeed would be 

revealed, if the "turn on" of the strange quark polarization in the low-x region was 

this dramatic. 
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Of course, there are other explanations. The invocation of SU(3) f symmetry in 

the analysis of the inclusive data is known to be problematic and the extrapolations 

to x = 0 in those analyses do not have firm theoretical support. It is clear that a 

direct measurement of 6s would serve to clarify these issues. 

2.1.4 	 Ongoing Experimental Programs Relevant to a Mea

surement of L).s 

Parity-violating eN Elastic Scattering 

One of the highlights of the current low- and medium-energy electron scattering 

program is the measurement of the strange vector form factors of the nucleon via 

parity-violating eN scattering. These measurements are sensitive as well to the non

strange part of the axial form factor, but rather insensitive to the strange axial form 

factor due to the relative sizes of kinematic factors multiplying the various form factors 

that contribute to the asymmetry. To be specific, the parity-violating asymmetry 

observed in these experiments, when the target is a proton, can be expressed as [23] 

A = [- G F Q2] cG1G~ + TG1GtJ - (1 - 4sin2Bw)c'G1G~ 
p 47faV2 c(Gl)2 + T (G1)2 

where G1(M) are the traditional electric (magnetic) form factors of the proton and 

Gf(1tli) are their weak (Z-exchange) analogs, T = Q2/4lVt;, Mp is the mass of the 

proton , c = [1 + 2(1 + T) tan2 (B/2)]-1, B is the electron scattering angle, and c' = 
VT(l + T)(l - c2 

). Lastly, G~ is the effective axial form factor seen in electron scat

tering: 

Here, G~c is the non-strange (CC) axial form factor, G~ is the strange axial form 

factor, and the terms R~=O, l represent electroweak radiative corrections [23, 24, 25, 

26]. The presence of these radiative corrections clouds the interpretation of the axial 

term extracted from these experiments. To solve this problem, the SAMPLE [27] 

experiment also measured the same asymmetry on a deuterium target, in which case 

the relative kinematic factors of the non-strange (T = 1) and strange (T = 0) parts 

of the axial form factor are changed, allowing a separation of the two. However, one 

may show that this does not help in identifying the value of GA, because the relative 
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size of the kinematic factors for CMand CAremain the same for either target: 

acsM E' 1 
= -(1 - 4 sin2 Bw)- ;::::; -- for SAMPLE.ac~ T 2 

Therefore, parity-violating eN scattering experiments can only establish a relation

ship between the strange magnetic and axial form factors, they cannot measure them 

separately. 

Polarized Deep-Inelastic Scattering 

The only two deep-inelastic experiments currently running or planned that will have 

anything to say about 6s(x) are HERMES and the new COMPASS Experiment at 

CERN. 

At HERMES, it would be possible to separately measure 6s(x) and b.s(x) (in

stead of the lumped sand s distribution in the present set ofresults) if the asymmetry 

in the production of kaons from hydrogen (and not just deuterium) is also measured. 

However, it does not seem that this measurement will be performed soon (if ever). 

The COMPASS Experiment [28], while for the most part focused on a measure

ment of the gluon polarization, is also equipped to measure the distributions b.s(x) 
and b.s(x) down to x = 5 X 10-3 with the same size of uncertainties as HERMES was 

able to achieve down to x = 0.023 (see Fig. 2.3). This will be a very interesting mea

surement , but of course it will not be able to establish the value of the axial charge, 

for the usual reason that the extrapolation to x = 0 contains too many uncertainties. 

As stated earlier, these sorts of deep-inelastic measurements are complementary to 

the strange axial charge measurement proposed in this Letter. 

Combining uN and Parity-Violating eN Elastic Data 

A new analysis of the BNL 734 data by Pate [29] combines low energy uN data and 

parity violating eN elastic scattering data from HAPPEX [30]. Using the known 

values for the electric, magnetic , and non-strange (CC) axial form factors of the 

proton and neutron, the difference of the up and Lip elastic cross sections is shown to 

be a function only of the strange magnetic and axial form factors, C Mand CA. At the 

same time, the sum of the up and Lip elastic cross sections is shown to be a function 

only of the strange electric and magnetic form factors, C~ and Qi'tv/. Measurements of 
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forward-angle parity-violating ep elastic scattering are shown to be largely functions 

only of G'E and G'Jv/ as well. This re-analysis uses these three combinations of data 

to determine all three strange form factors. This results in two possible solutions 

at Q2 = 0.5 Gey2 summarized in Table 2.2 where Solution 1 is favored [29]. At 

the present time, there is only sufficient data at Q2 = 0.5 Gey2 to make such a 

determination. 

Data from the GO Experiment [31], recently collected and in the process of anal

ysis, will provide additional measurements of G'E and G'Jv/ in the range 0.5 < Q2 < 
1.0 Gey2 and will allow for the extraction of GAfrom the E734 data. However, knowl

edge of the strange axial form factor over the range 0.5 < Q2 < 1.0 Gey2 will not be 

sufficient for the extrapolation to Q2 = 0 needed for a determination of lls. New and 

more precise neutrino data at lower Q2 are crucial for a definitive measurement. 

Table 2.2: Two solutions for the strange form factors at Q2 = 0.5 Gey2 produced 

from the E734 and HAPPEX data. (Table from Ref. [29].) 

Solution 1 Solution 2 

Os
E 

G8
M 

G8
A 

0.02 ± 0.09 

0.00 ± 0.21 

-0.09 ± 0.05 

0.37 ± 0.04 

-0.87 ± 0.11 

0.28 ± 0.10 

2.1.5 	 A FNAL Measurement of ~s Using NC and CC vN 

and iJ lV Scattering 

To address this need for a quality measurement of lls, this Letter proposes to measure 

the NC to CC neutrino scattering ratio, RNC/ CC = '((vp-->vP) ) ' and from it extract 
(J vn-->I" P 

the strange axial form factor down to Q2 = 0.2 Ge y 2. The numerator in this ratio is 

sensi ti ve to the full axial form factor, - G~c + GA, while the denominator is sensi ti ve 

to only GCJc. 'While the numerator maintains all the dependence on the strange axial 

form factor, measurement of the ratio reduces systematic uncertainties in neutrino 

flux, detector efficiency, nuclear target effects, and form factors. 

In addition, it is possible to extract lls from a measurement of the NC to CC 

ratio for anti-neutrinos, RNC/ CC = ,((DP-->?)). This measurement is more challenging 
(J VP--> /1. n 
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experimentally, since both the anti-neutrino flux and reaction rates are smaller and 

there is a substantial fraction of neutrinos in the anti-neutrino beam. However, the 

anti-neutrino ratio, RNG/ GG , is more sensitive to G~ and has a different Q2 dependence 

as compared to the neutrino ratio, RNG/ GG . For these reasons, we are proposing to 

measure both of these quantities, by taking beam in both neutrino and anti-neutrino 

mode. 

To estimate the sensitivity of the proposed experiment to 68, a simulation of 

the generation and analysis of data has been performed (explained in full detail in 

Chapter 5). In that simulation, it is necessary to assume a Q2-dependence for the 

strange axial form factor; we have assumed a dipole dependence, using the same 

"axial mass" parameter MA as is seen in the non-strange axial form factor: 

GS = 68 
A (1+Q2/kI1)2' 

Since the experiment and analysis will measure G~ (Q2) at several Q2 points, we will 

observe the actual Q2-dependence of G~ with the data we collect, and will modify (if 

necessary) our assumption about the Q2-dependence to complete our extraction of 

68. 

The main idea of the neutrino and anti-neutrino NC to CC ratio measurements 

can be seen in Figures 2.4-2.5. The sensitivity of the NC elastic cross section to 68 is 

shown in Figure 2.4 as a function of Q2 for both neutrinos and anti-neutrinos. Note 

how the NC differential cross sections depend strongly on 68. This strong dependence 

of both RNG/ GG and RNG/ GG on 68 is shown explicitly in Figure 2.5 for three Q2 

bins. 

The sensitivity of the NC to CC ratio for both neutrino and anti-neutrino scat

tering can be quantified in the following manner. As can be seen in Fig. 2.5 , the 

dependence of the NC to CC ratio as a function of 68 (for small values of 68) may 

be written as, 
a 

R(68) ~ a6s + b = b( b6s + 1) = b(S6s + 1) 

where S == %) and a and b are the slope and intercept, respectively, of the function that 

describes the dependence of the NC to CC ratio, R, for neutrinos or anti-neutrinos. 

The (absolute) error on 6s given an error on the (relative) error on the ratio, R, is 

then given in terms of the "sensitiviti', S, 
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Figure 2.4: Flux-weighted differential cross sections and NC/CC ratios for both neu

trino and anti-neutrino scattering as a function of Q2. Plots (a)-(d) show the flux

weighted differential cross sections for (a) vJ.1.P -" vJ.1.P, (b) vJ.1.P -" vJ.1.P , (c) vJ.1.n -" f-L-P, 

(d) vJ.1.P -" f-L+n. The NC/CC ratio for v scattering is shown in (e), the NC/CC ratio 

for vp scattering is shown in (f). These quantities are shown for 6.8 = 0 (solid), 

= -0.1 (dashed), and = +0.1 (dotted). The CC processes do not depend upon 6.s. 

where ay:l is the relative error on the neutrino or anti-neutrino NC to CC ratio 

as measured in the experiment. The values for S as a function of Q2 have been 

determined from plots like that shown in Fig. 2.5. The absolute value of S as a 

function of Q2 for both neutrinos and anti-neutrinos is shown in Fig 2.6. Note that 

this plot shows only the sensitivity of the ratios to 6.8. It does not take into account 

statistical errors or the uncertainty in extrapolating to Q2 = O. 

Several conclusions may be made from these simple arguments based on the 

behavior of the NC and CC ratios: 

• 	 RNC/ CC is quite sensitive to 6.8. As can be seen from Fig. 2.6 , the sensitivity 

at Q2 ~ 0.25 GeV2 is approximately 1.2. This implies that a measurement of 
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(b) anti-neutrinos as a function of ~s at Q2 = 0.25 (solid), 0.45 (dashed), and 0.65 

(dotted) Gey2 . 

RNC/ CC with 5% relative error would enable an extraction of ~s with an error 

of ±0.04 . 

• RNC/ CC (the NC to CC ratio for anti-neutrinos) is even more sensitive to ~s. 

This is because the axial part of the cross section is a larger fraction of the 

total for anti-neutrino scattering. The sensitivity at Q2 ;:::::: 0.25 Gey2 is approx

imately 1.9 for anti-neutrinos. This implies that a measurement of RNc/cc of 

5% would enable an extraction of ~s with an error of ±0.03. So the sensi

tivity is actually larger for anti-neutrinos than for neutrinos. In practice, the 

anti-neutrino measurement is more difficult due to lower anti-neutrino flux and 

reaction rates which will result in a larger error on RNc/cc . However, this will 

be offset somewhat by the larger sensitivity for anti-neutrinos. 

0.1 
.0.5 
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Figure 2.6: Absolute value of the NCICC sensitivity Sto 6.s (defined in text) as a 

function of Q2 for the neutrinos (solid) and anti-neutrinos (dashed). Note that this 

plot shows only the sensitivity of the ratios to 6.s. It does not take into account 

statistical errors or the uncertainty in extrapolating to Q2 = O. 

• 	 The difference in sensitivities and the Q2 dependence of RNCl cC and RNCl cC 

is sizable as can be seen in Figures 2.4-2.6. A measurement for both neutrinos 

and anti-neutrinos will be a powerful constraint on systematic errors and the 

Q2 dependence of the form factors. 

6.s from l/N Scattering 

A simple interpretation of Figure 2.5 is that a 5% measurement of RNCl cC at Q2 ~ 

0.25 Gey2 would enable an extraction of 6.s with an error of ±0.04. In the actual mea

surement, of course, all of the data in our range of Q2 will be used to extract 6.s, and 

additional sources of error will demand consideration as well. These issues have been 

studied and quantified in Chapter 5: the added range in Q2 (Q2 = 0.2-1.0 Gey2) and 

improved statistics offset the additional sources of error. A measurement of RNClcc , 

as described in this Letter, over a range in Q2 allows for a ±0.025 measurement of 

6.s. 

Building on past experience, this measurement will improve on the results of 

BNL E734 , the best neutrino-nucleon elasbc scattering measurement to date, in the 
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following ways: 

• Collecting an order of magnitude more data to reduce the statistical errors; 

• Performing the measurement at a lower Q2 which reduces the systematic un

certainty in ~s in extrapolating to Q2 = 0; 

• Reducing the background from other neutrino scattering processes, thereby re

ducing the systematic error on RNC/ CC ; 

• Designing the detector from the outset with the goal of measuring the NC to CC 

ratio, permitting additional systematic error reductions in detector efficiencies. 

These error estimates are competitive with the claims from the DIS experiments. 

However, the result is not handicapped by assumptions of SU(3) flavor symmetry. 

Therefore, the experiment described in the Letter will provide the definitive statement 

on ~s. 

~s from a Global analysis of uN, uN, and Parity Violating electron-nucleon 

Scattering Data. 

The preceding discussion assumes data from either a neutrino beam or an anti

neutrino beam only. We have demonstrated that a robust measurement of ~s can be 

achieved with either of those data sets alone. The combination of the two data sets is 

a very important component in the measurement of ~s, so much so that a different 

analysis technique can be employed if both of those data sets are available. To make 

clear what this means, it is necessary to explain some of the details of how the data 

would be used in each case. 

To determine ~s, it necessary to measure the strange axial form factor G~ at 

a variety of Q2 points, including points as close to Q2 = 0 as possible, and then 

extrapolate to Q2 = 0 to extract ~s = C~ (Q2 = 0). There are two other unknowns 

that come into play, namely the strange nucleon electric and magnetic form factors, 

GEand Gtt. The data on the strange electromagnetic form factors will come from the 

program of parity-violating eN (PVeN) experiments: SAMPLE at MIT-Bates, PVA4 

at Mainz, and CO and HAPPEX at Jefferson Lab. Because of complications arising 

from radiative corrections to the axial form factor that occur in PVeN experiments 

(but not in neutrino scattering), a complete measurement of GE and Gtt requires 

.. 

.. 

.. 
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three observations: forward angle scattering on a proton target, and backward angle 

scattering on both proton and deuteron targets. Complete measurements of this type 

will only be available at four values of Q2: 0.1,0.3,0.5, and 0.8 GeV2 . Only the three 

higher points are within the Q2 range of FINeSSE. If FINeSSE only measures with 

neutrino beams, then we will have only these three points available to us for data on 

G~ and G~J' 

On the other hand, if FINeSSE makes two measurements of NC and CC scatter

ing, using both neutrino and anti-neutrino beams, then only one additional piece of 

data would be needed from the PVeN measurements. It happens that in forward 

scattering PVeN measurements, the contribution from the axial term is strongly 

suppressed , and the complications mentioned above can be largely ignored. Then 

one may simple combine the numerous forward scattering PVeN data in the range 

0.2 < Q2 < 0.8 GeV2 with the FINeSSE data and extract G~4 at a much larger set of 

points that would have been possible otherwise. This will enable a much more robust 

extraction of 6s. This is essentially the same analysis technique used in Ref. [29] 

extended to lower Q2 and using the better FINeSSE data. A complete simulation of 

the benefit of the anti-neutrino data to the 6s measurement will be made available 

by the time of the PAC presentation of this Letter. 

2.2 Neutrino Cross Sections 

Reliable measurement of CC and NC neutrino cross sections at low energy (0.1 < 
Ev < 2 GeV) where the existing data are sparse to nonexistent, would be of great theo

retical and practical value. From a practical standpoint, a quantitative understanding 

of these reactions is critical for both present and future neutrino oscillation experi

ments. In particular, improved cross section measurements would provide valuable 

input to atmospheric and accelerator-based neutrino oscillation searches which probe 

these same energies in order to reach their maximum sensitivity. From a theoreti

cal standpoint, neutrino interactions on nuclear targets (having only been marginally 

studied in the past) would allow greater insight into nuclear dynamics, shadowing, 

and coherent pion production processes. 

The motivation for measuring low energy neutrino cross sections is described here, 

while the sensitivity of our apparatus to these processes is outlined in Chapter 5. 
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2.2.1 Motivation for Improved Cross Section Measurements 

Current oscillation experiments model neutrino interactions in a regime that is poorly 

constrained by experimental data. Although accelerator-based neutrino beams have 

existed for over three decades, our primary knowledge of neutrino interactions at 

low energy comes almost entirely from bubble chamber measurements made decades 

ago at ANL, BNL, CERN, and FNAL, all of which were limited by low statistics 

and large neutrino flux systematics. In addition to these large uncertainties of typi

cally 10 - 40%, the experimental results often conflict and are difficult to interpret, 

mainly because of complications due to nuclear corrections and exclusive final state 

ambiguities. These data, while not as precise as DIS measurements, nonetheless are 

what presently constrain the Monte Carlo predictions used by many running neutrino 

experiments. 

Improved knowledge of low energy neutrino cross sections will become increas

ingly important as experiments move from discovery to precision measurements of 

oscillation parameters. Consider the following examples: 

• 	 Present atmospheric constraints on b.m~3 and e23 are already limited by flux 

and cross section systematics. 

• 	 Uncertainties on NC nO production cross sections currently restrict the ability 

to discriminate between vJ-l ~ VT and vJ-l ~ Vs transitions in studies of enriched 

NC samples in atmospheric neutrino data. 

• 	 vJ-l ~ Ve appearance searches are limited by statistical and systematic errors 

related to background subtraction, most notably those associated with NC nO 

interactions where the final state photoconversion is mis-identified as an elec

tron. Both the kinematics and rate of NC nO production are less precisely known 

than most other reaction channels, because of the need to model resonant and 

coherent contributions in addition to potential feed-down from inelastic chan

nels. 

• 	 vJ-l disappearance measurements could profit from improved knowledge on both 

QE interactions on nuclear targets and CC single n+ production backgrounds. 

f\flore precise cross section measurements are not only important for ensuring the suc

cess of neutrino oscillation measurements, but are uniquely relevant for other searches. 

tii 
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Resonant cross sections are a necessary input to p --+ 1/ K+ proton decay searches, 

because poorly measured atmospheric neutrino interactions such as 1/f.1 n --+ 11- K+ A 

and 1/f.1 p --+ 1/f.1 K+ A present significant backgrounds and hence large resultant system

atics. In these regards , both present and future neutrino experiments could clearly 

benefit from improved knowledge of low energy neutrino cross sections. 

2.2.2 Present Understanding 

Figure 2.7 shows the contributing neutrino cross sections in the region of interest for 

atmospheric and terrestrial based neutrino oscillation experiments. At energies near 

rv 1 GeV, neutrino interactions include quasi-elastic (QE) , resonant and coherent 

single pion production, and deep inelastic scattering (DIS) processes. Although DIS 

interactions have been measured with impressive precision « 2%) at high energies, 

the cross sections of the various contributing processes at low energy are much less 

well-known (typically to 10 - 40%) and largely come from light target (H2' D2) 

neutrino bubble chamber data. It is particularly challenging to measure and model 

neutrino interactions at low energies where there is substantial overlap between these 

various poorly-understood contributing processes. In this regard, the low energy 

regime is truly unique. The ability to successfully disentangle the various channels 

(QE, resonance, coherent, DIS, etc.) necessitates use of a fine-grained detector such 

as that being proposed here. 

In contrast to many of these early low energy neutrino experiments, modern neu

trino oscillation detectors employ heavy target materials (such as C, 0, AT, F e, Pb) 

in order to achieve their desired event rates. Complex targets add additional com

plications, such as the effects of Pauli blocking, Fermi motion of the target nucleons, 

and final state interactions (i.e. careful accounting for the fact that the outgoing 

hadron may re-interact before exiting the target nucleus). Final state effects (nuclear 

re-interactions, 7r absorption, and charge exchange) often dominate; they can vary 

depending on the neutrino process, and their contributions certainly have not been 

disentangled experimentally. Nuclear effects significantly impact both the rate and 

kinematics of the neutrino reaction, as well as the observed final sta te event compo

sition and multiplicity. Although nuclear effects have been studied extensively using 

muon and electron beams, no comparable effort has been made using neutrinos. Neu

trino cross sections have been measured on nuclear targets in the past1, but these 

1 Ga.rga.melle (C3HsCF3Br), SKAT (C3HsCF3Br), FNAL (Ne), CHARM and CHARM II (marble, 
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Figure 2.7: Charged current neutrino cross section contributions for an isoscalar target 

as a function of neutrino energy including quasi-elastic (dashed), single pion (dot

dash), and deep inelastic scattering (dotted) processes. Plot is from reference [32]. 

experiments suffered from low statistics and typically published only free nucleon 

cross sections. By making dedicated, high statistics measurements of neutrino inter

action cross sections on a scintillator-based target, this high precision, high statistics 

experiment could greatly improve the current experimental situation. 

Several efforts are already underway to more precisely measure neutrino interac

tions on nuclei at low energy. Measurements of NC ?fo / QE and inelastic/QE event 

ratios have been recently performed in the K2K water Cerenkov and scintillator-based 

fine grain near detectors [33]. These measurements exhibit rv 10% accuracy based on 

samples of roughly 5,000-10,000 events [34]. MiniBooNE can additionally offer im

proved cross section constraints, with increased statistics over the K2K near detector 

ensemble. Such Cerenkov-based detection methods are nonetheless inherently limited 

in their capabilities. The rest of this section highlights the value of combining large 

event samples with fine-grained detection. 

glass), and Serpukhov (AI) are several examples. 

.. 
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2.2.3 	 Prospects for Measuring Cross Sections: Some Exam

ples 

The following subsections outline prospects for several exclusive cross section mea

surements. This includes improved constraints on NC nO production which would help 

improve the sensitivity of neutrino oscillation experiments looking for I/e appearance , 

as well as important measurements of anti-neutrino cross sections. 

Neutral 	Current nO Production 

The dominant backgrounds to 1/1-' -+ I/e appearance searches result from two principal 

sources: the intrinsic I/e component in the beam and NC nO production where the 

final state photoconversion is misclassified as an electron. Current experiments rely 

almost entirely on Monte Carlo simulations to estimate their nO backgrounds. Such 

simulations must model several mechanisms for producing a single nO : resonant and 

non-resonant production , coherent single pion production, and deep inelastic scat

tering in which additional hadrons are absorbed in the nuclear medium before being 

detected. The dominant means of single pion production at low energy arises through 

this first production mechanism: excitation of baryon resonances (6., N ) that decay 

as: 

1/1-' N -+ l N* 

N * -+ n 	N' . 

There are seven such resonant neutrino reaction channels: three charged current and 

four neutral current: 

-+ 1/ n n+1/1-' p 
1/1-' P -+ /),- p n+ 

I-' 

0 
1/J1. p -+ 1/1-' Pn 

1/1-' n -+ /),- n n+ 
-+ 1/ n nO1/1-' n 

/),- p nO I-' 
1/1-' n -+ 

1/1-' n -+ I/I-'pn 

Traditionally, Monte Carlo simulations covering the low energy region have used the

oretical calculations by Rein and Sehgal [35] to predict the rate and kinematics of 
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neutrino resonance production. Such models are tuned to reproduce neutrino sin

gle pion data, but remain poorly constrained, because of the limited availability and 

large uncertainties in existing experimental data. As an example , Figure 2.8 shows 

the experimental constraints on the three CC resonant single pion production chan

nels. Note that some of the dat a are confiicting and all of the data at low energy 

(EI/ < 2 GeV) were collected from light targets. 
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Figure 2.8: Experimental data on the three CC resonant single pion production 

cross sections O'(vf-IP ......... p,- p7f+), O'(vf.1. n --t p,- n7f+ ), and O'(vf.1. n --t p,- P7fO). Also 

shown in each case is the Rein and Sehgal-based prediction from the NUANCE Monte 

Carlo [36]. 

In addition to resonance production, neutrinos can also coherently produce single .. 
pion final states. In coherent interactions, neutrinos scatter off the entire nucleus 

• 
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rather than its individual constituents. Because of the negligible energy transfer to 

the target nucleus (A), such processes distinctly produce a single forward-scattered 

pion. Like in the resonant case, both NC and CC processes are possible: 

Figure 2.9 shows the only available experimental measurements of resonant and co

herent NC nO absolute cross sections at low energy. No published measurements exist 

below 2 Ge V for either process. In the case of resonant NC nO production, there are 

only two reported measurements, one from a recent re-analysis of Gargamelle bubble 

chamber data [37] and the other appearing as a footnote in an early spark cham

ber paper [38]. Data on coherent N C nO production are more copious, especially at 

higher energies, but at low energy, there are only two reported measurements. As a 

result, theoretical predictions for coherent rates below 2 Ge V vary widely. Almost all 

Monte Carlo simulations in current use base their predictions on Rein and Sehgal's 

original calculation [39] of coherent pion production cross sections and kinematics. 

More recent calculations [40] yield a factor of 2-20 less coherent pion production at 

these energies than the earlier Rein and Sehgal prediction? [39]. Because of the lack 

of low energy experimental data and the existence of several conflicting theoretical 

predictions, oscillation experiments typically assign a 100% uncertainty to coherent 

processes. This large uncertainty is especially important because coherent production 

may comprise up to 20% of the overall NC nO rate. The ability to further constrain 

NC nO production at low energies would thus be of great use in achieving increased 

sensitivity to vf.L ----) Ve oscillations, and in placing more stringent limits on the oscil

lation of standard neu trinos to sterile states. 

With its superior ability to identify and isolate nO interactions, this experiment 

could more precisely measure both resonant and coherent NC nO production cross sec

tions on carbon at these energies ((Ev) '" 0.7 GeV), thus providing an important con

straint to accelerator- and atmospheric-based Ve appearance experiments employing 

heavy nuclear targets. Such efforts also complement higher energy scintillator-based 

fine-grained analyses currently underway at the K2K near detector site ((Ev) '" 1.3 

GeV) or being planned using the NuMI low energy beam ((Ev) '" 10 GeV). 
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Figure 2.9 : Resonant (left) and coherent (right) NC 7[0 measurements at low energy. 

The NUANCE [36] curve, as plotted, does not include the effects of 7[0 absorption in 

the target which would further reduce the predicted cross section. Also shown in the 

coherent case are the predictions from several more recent theoretical calculations [41]. 

Anti-neutrino Cross Sections 

While there is not much published data on low energy neutrino cross sections, mea

surements of anti-neutrino cross sections are even more scarce. Figure 2.10 shows the 

existing experimental constraints on the anti-neutrino QE scattering cross section. 

All come from bubble chamber measurements that were made on a variety of targets 

decades ago. Combined, the entire QE data set from all experiments shown is under 

2,000 events. 

Additional anti-neutrino data on heavy nuclear targets are sorely needed so that 

interaction spectra and background rates for future anti-neutrino oscillation experi

ments can be estimated with confidence. Moreover, to ensure the robustness of fu

ture CP violation measurements, one would prefer to avoid relying heavily on Monte 

Carlo predictions and extrapolations into regions where no data exist. This experi

ment could be the first to produce high statistics, fine-grained vJ.1. cross section mea

surements below 1 Ge V, and hence anchor the theoretical predictions in this energy 

regIme. 
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Figure 2.10: Experimental measurements of the uJ1- QE cross section, (J(uJ1-P f-l+ n).----7 

Also shown is the free nucleon prediction from the NUANCE Monte Carlo [36]. 

2.2.4 Global Importance 

The importance of low energy neutrino and anti-neutrino cross section measurements 

has been recognized in the wider neutrino community. The 2004 APS Multidisci

plinary Study on the Future of Neutrino Physics cites as a high priority the need 

to better measure neutrino cross sections in the MeV-to-GeV range [42]. vVith the 

measurements described here, this experiment would satisfy this need and thereby 

provide a major missing piece to the global neutrino program. 
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Chapter 3 

The Neutrino Beam and Expected 

Event Rates 

3.1 The Booster Neutrino Beam 

This section discusses the proton beam rate for the Booster Neutrino Beam and the 

beamline configuration ideal for the FINeSSE experimental run. 

The August 6, 2004 memo "Prospects for the Booster Neutrino Beam" by Fer

milab Director Mike Witherell states: 

"Collaborations proposing experiments to run in the Booster neutrino 

beam in FY 2006 and beyond should plan their physics program on the 

1020basis of 1 - 2 X protons on (the Booster Neutrino Beamline) target 

per year." 

The beam requirements of the experiment are consistent with the upper end of 

this proton beam rate. 

The FINeSSE run plan is 1 year of neutrino running followed by 2 years of an

tineutrino running. Thus, assuming 2 x 1020 POT per year, the experiment would 

collect a total of 6 x 1020 POT. With the detector located 80 meters from the t arget 

and with a 50m decay length, 1 year of neutrino running is all that is necessary to 

collect the needed statistics to measure 63 and neutrino cross sections in neutrino 
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mode. Additional anti-neutrino running would significantly improve the !3.s deter

mination as well as providing the largest , high-resolution sample to date for cross 

section measurements. The 2-year length of the anti-neutrino run was determined 

by balancing physics gain and run time. The total overall running time does not 

exceed 3 years or 6 x 1020 POT. Details on this beamline configuration can be found 

in Chapter 6. 

All other aspects of the beam line are identical to the present (March 2005) 

running of the MiniBooNE experiment (E898), except for the anti-neutrino running 

which requires a downtime of about a week to reverse the polarity of the horn. 

3.2 Booster Neutrino Beam Production 

The Neutrino Flux 

The neutrino beam is produced by the 8 Ge V Fermilab Booster which currently 

feeds the MiniBooNE experiment. Protons from the Booster strike a 71 cm beryllium 

target inserted in a magnetic focusing horn. Protons arrive at this target in 1.6 f.1s long 

Booster spills. The timing structure within each spill delivers 84 2 ns wide bunches 

of beam, each separated by 18 ns. Secondary short-lived hadrons (primarily pions) 

produced in the target are focussed by the horn and enter a decay region. In normal 

MiniBooNE operation this decay region is 50 m long, followed by a beam absorber to 

stop hadrons and low energy muons. 

The neutrino flux resulting from this design was simulated with the same tools 

used by the MiniBooNE collaboration [43]. The beam simulation utilizes GEANT 

4 transport code [44], and the MiniBooNE JAM pion production model [43] which 

includes all beamline elements (horn, shielding, absorbers, etc.) and 7f±, K±, KO 

production from proton interactions on beryllium. To better reproduce the energy 

distribution of neutrino events observed in the MiniBooNE detector, pion spectra 

were input from a Sanford-Wang-based global fit [45] to pion production data in the 

relevant energy range in a procedure similar to that adopted by K2K. Figure 3.1 

shows the resultant muon neutrino flux expected from a 50 m decay length beam 

produced at an 80 m FINeSSE detector site. In this configuration, 56.6 x 10-9 muon 

neutrinos per POT per cm2 are anticipated with a mean energy of rv 700 MeV. The 

neutrino flux is roughly 70 times larger than that expected in a comparable volume at 
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Figure 3.1: Expected neutrino mode I/tJ (solid) and l/J.l (dashed) fluxes at an 80m 

detector site assuming a 50 m decay length. 

MiniBooNE. Antineutrinos comprise roughly 7% of the total flux in neutrino mode. 

The polarity of the MiniBooNE horn can be reversed, allowing data to be taken 

in antineutrino mode. Figure 3.2 shows the resultant flux of antineutrinos expected at 

the FINeSSE detector. In this configuration, 33.2 x 10-9 antineutrinos per POT per 

cm2 are anticipated with a mean energy of rv 600 MeV. The l/J.l flux in antineutrino 

running is a factor 1.7 lower than the l/J.l flux expected in neutrino running. In this 

mode of running, there is also a larger expected "wrong-sign" background: neutrinos 

comprise roughly 16% of the total flux in antineutrino mode. This neutrino back

ground in anti-neutrino running can be cosntrained to 7% of itself using the same 

techniques as developed for MiniBooNE Phase II running [46]. 

Better knowledge of the incoming neutrino beam flux enables more precise cross 

section measurements at both MiniBooNE and FINeSSE. The Booster neutrino flux 

will be much more precisely known than the fluxes reported in previous low energy 

neutrino cross section measurements well in advance of FINeSSE's commissioning. 

This improved knowledge comes from two sources: data from the Brookhaven E910 

experiment [47] and from the CERN HARP experiment [48]. Analysis that is already 

underway of E910 proton-beryllium data taken at 6, 12, and 18 GeV beam energies 
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Figure 3.2: Expected antineutrino mode v/.L (dashed) and v/.L (solid) fluxes at an 80m 

detector site assuming a 50 m decay length. 

will be instrumental in verifying the extrapolation of the Sanford-Wang parametriza

tion [45] to the 8 GeV Booster beam energy. More importantly, HARP data taken 

at 8 GeV on the Booster neutrino production target slugs will provide a tighter con

straint on the flux. The high statistics HARP data will provide a statistical precision 

of 0J 2% [49] on 7[+ production, which is the main source of muon neutrinos at both 

the FINeSSE and MiniBooNE detectors. Therefore, with these additional inputs, the 

overall muon neutrino flux at FINeSSE should be known to roughly 5% [43] . 

3.3 Event Rates 

The number of neutrino events expected in the FINeSSE Vertex Detector is calcu

lated using the NUANCE Monte Carlo [36] to generate neutrino interactions on CH2 . 

NUANCE is open-source code originally developed for simulating atmospheric neu

trino interactions in the 1MB detector. NUANCE has since been further developed 

and is now used by the K2K, Super-K, SNO, MiniBooNE, and MINERvA collabo

rations. The neutrino interaction cross sections in NUANCE have been extensively 

checked against published neutrino data and other available Monte Carlo event gen
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erators. In addition, the full NUANCE simulation has been recently shown to provide 

a good description of events in both the MiniBooNE detector and K2K near detector 

ensemble. 

For this specific use, NUANCE was modified to include the FINeSSE detector 

composition and geometry, as well as the incident neutrino flux at the 80 m detec

tor site. Using the input neutrino flux distribution, NUANCE predicts event rates, 

kinematics, and final state particle topologies that can subsequently feed hit-level 

GEANT detector simulations, or, as in this case, simply estimate the type and num

ber of neutrino interactions expected at FINeSSE. 

Table 3.1 lists the expected neutrino mode event populations at the 80 m FINeSSE 

detector site assuming a 50 m decay length. The table provides the expected Vmu rates 

per ton detector for 1 x 1020 POT as well as the expected background from the vJ1. 

content in the beam. In all cases, the event rates have been normalized to the number 

of contained neutrino events observed in the MiniBooNE detector [43]. Roughly l.6% 

of the total neutrino events result from vJ.L interactions in the detector. The dominant 

contributions to the total event rate result from quasi-elastic and resonant processes: 

42% of the vJ.L events are CC quasi-elastic (vJ.Ln J-L-p), 17% are NC elastic (vJ1.N----4----4 

vl,N; N = n,p) , and 33% resonant single pion production (vJ1N ----4 J-L-(vJ1)N7r) 

channels. 

A total of approximately 435,000 neutrino interactions can be expected at FI

NeSSE for the full request of 2 x 1020 POT in neutrino mode. This raw estimate 

assumes a 9 ton fiducial detector and 100% detection/ reconstruction efficiency. 

Similarly, Table 3.2 lists anticipated antineutrino mode event populations. In this 

case, a larger fraction of events result from wrong-sign contamination: roughly 30% 

of the total events are vJ1, interactions in the detector. In all, a total of approximately 

170,000 (75,000) antineutrino (neutrino) interactions can be expected at FINeSSE for 

the full request of 4 x 1020 POT in antineutrino mode. This raw estimate assumes a 

9 ton fiducial detector and 100% detection/reconstruction efficiency. 
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Reaction 

1/J1. (RS) 
1020 POT 

1 ton 

1/J1. (\,yS) 
1020 POT 

1 ton 

1/J1. (RS) 
2 x 1020 POT 

9 ton 

CC quasi-elastic 10,107 181 181,930 

NC elastic 4,126 78 74,275 

CC resonant 1n+ 4,990 0 89,827 

CC resonant 1n 0 42 0 

CC resonant 1no 928 13 16,704 

N C resonant 1no 1,301 19 23,414 

NC resonant 1n+ 458 8 8,237 

NC resonant 1n 357 5 6,422 

CC DIS 253 2 4,550 

NC DIS 91 0 1,642 

N C coherent 1no 365 14 6,566 

CC coherent 1n+ 603 0 10,858 

CC coherent 1n 0 24 0 

other (multi-1r, etc.) 621 18 11,174 

I total 24,200 403 435,600 

Table 3.1: Number of neutrino mode events expected at 80 m with a 50 m decay 

length for 1 x 1020 POT per ton detector and for the full requested FINeSSE running 

and detector (rightmost column). These predictions do not include final state effects 

in 12C and assume 100% detection efficiency. 
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(RS)(WS)(RS) vttvttVtt 

1020 POT 4 x 1020 POT1020 POTReaction 

9 ton1 ton1 ton 

79,892787CC quasi-elastic 2,219 

33,179NC elastic 922 323 

CC resonant In+ 470 00 

CC resonant In  15,092419 0 

CC resonant I no 4,666130 93 

NC resonant I no 118 8,294230 

2,996NC resonant In+ 4383 

2,132NC resonant In  3559 

116CC DIS 303 

NC DIS 2 5811 

N C coherent Ino 6,624184 30 

CC coherent In+ 51 00 

CC coherent In 10,714298 0 

other (multi-n, etc.) 5,644157 93 

I total 4,706 2,086 169,402 

Table 3.2: Number of antineutrino mode events expected at 80 m with a 50 m decay 

length for 1 x 1020 POT per ton detector and for the full requested FINeSSE running 

and detector (rightmost column). These predictions do not include final state effects 

in 12C and assume 100% detection efficiency. 
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Chapter 4 

The Detector 

A novel detection technique, described here, accurately measures short

track neutral current events, at all angles, particularly high angle, low Q2 

events most important JOT the 6.8 analysis. Low energy threshold allows 

for good neutron tagging in the detector, crucial for the 6.s analysis. This 

fine-grained detector can also well measure single pion channels and quasi

elastic events. 

The physics goals for this experiment require the ability to identify and track 

particles in 0.1 - 2.0 Ge V neutrino interactions. These reactions include neutral

current (NC) elastic scattering (vJ1P ----'> vIJ-P' vIJ-n ----'> vIJ-n), charged-current (CC) quasi

elastic scattering (vIJ-n ----'> /-t-p), as well as neutral- and charged-current production 

of pions (vIJ-P ----'> vIJ-7rX, vIJ-n ----'> /-t-7rX). It is necessary to measure both the charged 

and neutral hadrons and charged leptons in these reactions. The detector must also 

provide a large target volume in order to achieve the event rates needed to gather 

sufficiently large event samples. 

4.1 Detector Overview 

The detector will consist of a 13 ton (9 ton fiducial) liquid-scintillator, wavelength

shifting (WLS) fiber Vertex Detector with a downstream Muon Rangestack. The 

Vertex Detector will track particles as they emerge from the neutrino interaction ver

tex as well as measure the energy of the final state hadrons. The Muon Rangestack, 
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Figure 4.1: A schematic drawing of the detector. The cubic volume is the (3.5m)3 

Vertex Detector. The (2.4m)3 signal region is surrounded by a veto , filled with liq

uid scintillator. The volume downstream consisting of multiple layers is the Muon 

Rangestack. 

consisting of alternating planes of scintillator and iron, will range out and, therefore, 

measure the energy of the muons produced in CC reactions. This detector arrange

ment is shown in Figure 4.1. The cost estimate for this detector, with contingency, 

is $2.SM. 

An option to add an approximately 20 ton liquid Argon time projection chamber 

just upstream of the Vertex Detector is currently under study. This detector is not 

required to achieve the physics goals quoted in this Letter, but could greatly enhance 

the program in the future. 

... 

.. 
4.2 The Vertex Detector 

The FINeSSE physics goals require a combination of high-efficiency tracking and 

good energy reconstruction for protons down to a kinetic energy of 100 MeV as well 

as neutron tagging for final state neutrons. This necessitates a detector that has both 
.. 

• 

... 

.. 
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fine segmentation and good calorimetry. As the name suggests, the Vertex Detector 

is the primary tracking detector, a fully instrumented neutrino target. The Vertex 

Detector precisely tracks the final-state particles in order to accurately determine the 

vertex location and event kinematics. The appropriate choice of scintillator oil and 

wavelength shifting fiber maximize the detector's tracking capability, as described in 

Section 4.2.1. The detector measures energy loss ("dE / d.T") to help in separating 

proton and muon tracks as well as tagging final state neutrons when they capture via 

the process n + p ~ d + 1'(2.2NfeV). 

The Vertex Detector uses a technique called "scibath" which consists of vVLS 

fibers immersed in a volume of liquid scintillator. The central liquid scintillator 

volume has dimensions of 2.4 x 2.4 x 2.4 m3 . Light generated by ionizing particles 

traversing the scintillator is picked up by 1.5 mm diameter WLS fibers, submerged 

throughout the sensitive volume. There is no optical separation between the fibers. 

The fibers are mounted on a support frame, and are connected on one end to multi

anode photomultipliers, mounted to the outside of that frame. The fiber frame, 

photomultipliers, and associated electronics form a unit; this unit is immersed in the 

liquid scintillator, which is contained in a cubic tank, 3.5 m on a side. The volume 

between the fiber structure and the tank wall is instrumented with 2 layers of fibers 

with a spacing to be determined in order to detect and reconstruct charged particles 

entering and exiting from the tracking volume ("veto region"). The photomultiplier 

signals are processed in situ and transmitted on a data bus (Ethernet or similar) to 

the outside of the tank, thus minimizing the number of cables that penetrate the 

tank wall. A schematic drawing of the tracking detector is shown in Fig. 4.2. Cables 

penetrate the tank wall above the oil level to simplify leak-prevention. 

Particle tracks can be reconstructed because the relative amount of light detected 

at the end of a fiber from a given source inside the detector is a known, continuous 

function of the distance between the source and the fiber. 

The arrangement of the WLS fibers is shown schematically in Fig. 4.3. There 

are three sets of fibers , running parallel to the axes of a Cartesian coordinate system. 

Except for a rotation in space and an offset, the three fiber sets are identical, consisting 

of fibers that intercept the wall at the vertices of a quadrate grid. The distance 

between grid points is 30 mm. Thus, the closest distance between any two fibers in 

the full assembly is 15 mm. The resulting arrangement is invariant with respect to a 

rotation by 900 about any major axis. For the given dimensions, there are a total of 
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Figure 4.3: The geometrical arrangement of vVLS fibers inside the Vertex Detector. 

The arrangement consists of three orthogonal sets of parallel fibers. The geometry is 

symmetric with respect to a rotation by 900 about any of the three major axes. 

80 x 80 x 3 = 19200 fibers. 

This unique arrangement of fibers in the liquid scintillator volume offers several 

advantages over other detectors used in similar applications. There is no optical sepa

ration between the WLS fibers as is commonly employed in solid scintillator neutrino 

detectors [50]. This allows for greater sampling of the light produced by charged par

ticle tracks which results in better tracking precision, especially for the short proton 

tracks that are of major interest in these physics measurements. A 100 MeV proton 

travels only about 10 cm in liquid scintillator. In a solid scintillator bar detector, 

these tracks may only leave light in a few fibers which does not allow for good recon

struction of the track. However, in the "scibath" detector, these proton tracks will 

create light that is intercepted by several dozen fibers. This greater sampling allows 

for superior reconstruction, even for short tracks. 

The arrangement of fibers in this detector with a grid parallel to each of the three 

major axes allows for three simultaneous track projections to be reconstructed . This 

is not possible in solid scintillator detectors or liquid scintillator detectors with optical 

separation between fibers. This technique results in better efficiency for tracks at 900 

to the beam direction. These tracks frequently produce light in a small number of 

fibers as they are parallel to one of the fiber directions. The scibath method avoids 
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this problem as the tracks are at large angles with at least two of the three fiber 

directions. 

4.2.1 Prototype Tests 

In order to test the efficacy of this tracking method , a small prototype was constructed 

and tested with 200 MeV protons at the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility. Track

ing and light output were tested for several different scintillator oils and wave-length 

shifting fiber configurations. 

Prototype Setup 

The prototype device consisted of an anodized aluminum chamber of inside dimen

sions 30.0 x 14.0 x 12.6 cm3 . A 6 x 5 grid of 1.5 mm diameter wavelength-shifting 

(WLS) fibers on 2 cm spacing penetrated the walls through an oil-tight seal with the 

long dimension of the fiber along the long (30 cm) dimension of the scintillator cham

ber. This arrangement of fibers allowed for tracking in one dimension. An assembly 

drawing of the detector is shown in Figure 4.4. 

One end of the \,yLS fibers was routed to individual anodes of two 4 x 4 multi

anode Hamamatsu H8711 photomultiplier tubes (MAPMTs) [51]. The other end of 

the \,yLS fiber was terminated with a polished end. The entire assembly was made 

light-tight with metal covers. -The prototype detector was placed at the end of Beam Line I of the Radiation 

Effects Research Program (RERP) test station at IUCF [52]. A low-intensity (~ 

10 kHz), 200 MeV proton beam with a 6 x 6 mm2 profile (defined by two trigger 

scintillators) impinged on the detector. The detector could be moved vertically (y

direction) and horizontally (x-direction). The box could also be rotated about the iii 

vertical y-axis (yaw) or the horizontal x-axis parallel to fiber direction (tilt). The PMT 

signals from each of the 30 fibers were integrated , digitized, and stored using CAMAC .. 
electronics upon a coincidence signal from the two 6 x 6 mm2 trigger scintillators. 

Simulation 

In order to verify our understanding of the light production and transport processes .. 
in the prototype, a simulation of the device was created. The prototype was modeled 
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using the GEANT detector simulation package [53J. The liquid scintillator and WLS 

fibers were constructed within the simula tion. Scintillation light is modeled as an 

isotropic source along the proton track with a strength of 2500 photons per 1 MeV 

deposited energy. Cerenkov light is also generated for particles above threshold, 

however, it is negligible compared to light from scintillation. The scintillation photons 

are tracked until they impinge on a fiber or are absorbed by the black walls of the 

detector. If a scintillation photon intersects a fiber it is considered detected with a 1 % 

detection probability (the product of a 5% fiber capture efficiency with a 20% PMT 

quantum efficiency) . In order to more efficiently simulate the data, the corrections 

were applied at the time of photon generation. By simulating individual photons, the 

statistics of individual photon collection are correctly handled. When comparing the 

simulation results to data, the overall light emission strength was adj usted slightly to 

match the data. 

Prototype Tests 

Two separate test sessions were conducted, each with a different liquid scintillator 

and different WLS fibers. The first session (data taken in September 2003) used 

Saint-Gobain [54J BCS517H liquid scintillator and BCF-91A WLS fibers. A second 

configuration was tested (data taken in May 2004) with Eljen [55J EJ-321L-NS scin

tillator and two different types of Saint-Gobain BCF-99 WLS fibers. The BCS517H 

liquid scintillator contains a wavelength shifter which results in an emission spectrum 

that peaks at 425 nm. This scintillator has a long attenuation length for emitted 

light. In the second configuration, the scintillator contained no wavelength-shifting 

component and had a peak emission wavelength of 365 nm and a shorter attenua

tion length. This resulted in improved light localization for individual tracks. The 

scintillator properties for oil and WLS fibers used for each of these tests (labeled test 

session I and II) is summarized in Table 4.l. 

In each of the t est sessions I and II, a vertical scan of the detector was conducted 

by taking a series of runs with the beam location centered in the x-direction (see 

Fig. 4.4) and moved in the y-direction in 0.5 cm increments from the bottom to the 

top of the detector. This allowed for a determination of the light reduction with 

increasing distance from the fiber. For test session I, it also allowed for a calibration 

of each channel of the detector. 
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Figure 4.4: An assembly drawing of the scibath prototype detector. There are 5 rows 

of 6 fibers for a total of 30 wavelength-shifting fibers. The beam was incident along 

the z-axis. 

test 

session 

I 

II 

" 

test 

date 

09/03 

05/ 04 

" 

scinti llator 

type 

BCS517H 

EJ-321L-NS 

" 

emission 


peak (nm) 


425 


365 


" 

WLS fiber 

type 


BCF-91A (BO) 


BCF-99 (UB) 


BCF-99 (UO) 


absorption emission .. 
peak (nm) peak (nm) 

420 494 ..345 435 

350 530I 
Table 4.1: Summary of the scintillator and wavelength-shifting fibers used in the two ... 

prototype test sessions. 

.. 
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Figure 4.5: Light output from each of the 30 BG fibers taken during the vertical scan 

in test session 1. The gain of one channel was absolutely normalized with a calibrated 

light source. The 5 peaks at the same beam y-position correspond to the 5 rows of 

6 fibers each on a 2 em spacing. 

Light Output 

The measured light amplitude from each of the 5 rows of 6 fibers, as a function of 

beam distance from a fiber, is shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 for test sessions I and II 

respectively. The maximum value of the light output of each fiber (when the beam 

was centered on a fiber row) , is a measure of the light output for "near" proton tracks. 

This yielded 17 ± 2 photoelectrons for test session I with BG fibers. For test session 

II, the average of each fiber maximum yielded 17 ± 2 photoelectrons for UB fibers 

and 7 ± 1 photoelectrons for UG fibers. 

These light output values can be compared to an prediction using the known 

scintillator yields together with the simulation program. The simulation accounts 

for the geometric acceptance of the fiber to photons from a "near" proton track. 

The 5% fiber capture efficiency and 20% PMT quantum efficiency are taken into 

account by reducing the generated scintillation yield from 2500 photons/MeV to 25 

photons/MeV. In order to match the test session I data using BG fibers, the predicted 

light output from simulation had to be scaled by a factor of 0.8. This implies an ef

fective scintillation strength of 20 photons/MeV. If the known fiber capture efficiency 

(5%) and PMT quantum efficiency at 494 nm (12%) is taken into account, the scin

tillation yield is 3300 photons/MeV. The quoted yield from Saint-Gobain BC517H 
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Figure 4.6: Results from vertical beam scan with 15 UB fibers (closed points) and 15 

UG fibers (open points). The gain of each channel was absolutely normalized with a 

calibrated light source. The 5 peaks at the same beam y-position correspond to the 

5 rows of 6 fibers each on a 2 cm spacing. 

is 52% that of anthracene [54J or 8840 photons/MeV. This difference is likely due to 

the lower average quantum efficiency of the PMT over the fiber emission spectrum. 

In addition, other effects may contribute to the difference such as an inefficiency in 

the wavelength-shifting process, an imperfect collection of the light at the PMT in

terface, and optical effects at the scintillator fiber interface. The scintillation yield 

was also extracted for the test session II scintillator-fiber combinations. The results 

are summarized in Table 4.2. 

The light output from the UG fibers is substantially lower than the other two 

fiber types predominantly because of the lower PMT quantum efficiency at the peak 

fiber emission wavelength. In addition, the UG fiber absorption spectrum extends to 

lower wavelengths where the light attenuation length is small. 

As is evident from Table 4.2, the measured scintillation yield is lower than ex

pected by a factor of 3-4 for each of the three fiber-scintillator combinations. This is 

likely due to additional inefficiencies in the light transport processes. However, the 

measured light output is quite adequate for a a detector of this type, especially with .... 
the BG and UB fibers. 
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fiber 

type 

BCF-91A (BG) 


BCF-99 (UB) 


BCF-99 (UG) 


measured light 


output (PE) 


17 ± 2 


17 ± 2 


7±1 


meas. scinto 


yield (pE/MeV) 


3300 


2000 


1500 


predicted scinto 


yield (pE/MeV) 


8840 


6630 


6630 


Summary of absolute light output for the scintillator/ fiber combinations 
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Data from the five fibers in the central row (closed data points) in a 

horizontal scan of the detector conducted in test session 1. The solid line shows the 

simulation results with no attenuation, the dashed line shows these results with the 

addition of a 150 cm attenuation in the fiber. The dotted line shows the effect of a 

150 cm attenuation length alone, arbitrarily normalized. 

Horizontal Scan 

To check the behavior of the detector as the track position changed along the length 

of the fiber, the beam was scanned along the device in the x-direction at a y-location 

of 1 cm (1 cm above the central row of fibers). The data, shown in Figure 4.7, 

behaves as expected from the simulation. They show a slow decrease at larger x 

positions (farther from PMTs) consistent with the attenuation length of the fib er 

(~ 1.5 m). They also show a decrease at both ends of the detector due absorption 

of some scintillation light by the detector end-plates. As can be seen in Fig. 4.7, the 

simulation reproduces this effect adequately. 
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Figure 4.8: Results from a vertical scan across 30 BG fibers with the prototype 

detector rotated around the vertical axis by 27° (yaw) . The 5 peaks at the same 

beam y-position correspond to the 5 rows of 6 fibers each on a 2 cm spacing. The 

increase in maximum gain from each row as compared to Figure 4.5 corresponds to 

the increased proton track-length. 

Yaw 

The response of the detector to tracks at oblique angles to the fibers was tested by 

rotating the detector (yaw) around the vertical y-axis by 27° (see Fig. 4.4). A vertical 

scan was performed with the detector in this orientation. The data for all fibers is 

shown in Figure 4.8, and should be compared to the data in Figure 4.5. The yaw 

data shows an overall increase in light as would be expected due a longer track length 

near the fiber. The average of the maxima for all fibers is 18.6 photoelectrons. This 

is a factor of 1.09 higher than the data shown in Fig. 4.5 where the data yielded 

17.0 photoelectrons for perpendicular tracks . This is consistent with the expected 

value since the light output should increase with the track-length as the geometrical 

factor, 1/ cos (27°) = 1.12. 

Tracking 

Ultimately, this detector technique is designed to provide 3-dimensional tracks formed 

from 2-dimensional projections in the X Z, Y Z, and XY planes. In this prototype, 

the fibers were oriented along the x-axis only and, therefore, measured the proton 
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tracks in the Y Z plane only (see Figure 4.4). It is possible to form tracks because 

the light amplitude as a function of distance is known. If this function is inverted, 

a measurement of the light amplitude from each fiber determines the distance to the 

track. The coordinates from each fiber are combined with this distance to form a 
particle track. 

The dependence of the light amplitude was parameterized as, 

L = Lo (4.1 )
1 + r/s' 

where L is the measured light output , T is the fiber to track distance of closest 

approach, Lo is a amplitude parameter and s parameterizes the light fall off. For test 

session I, it was determined that Lo = 17.0 photoelectrons and s = 2.86 cm provided 

an adequate description of the data. The fiber-track distance can then be determined 

from the light amplitude, 

(4.2) 

Tracks are formed by minimizing, for each event, the least squares sum, 

X2 = ~ (ri - Tfit)2 (4.3)L-.- 2 ' 
i=l O"i 

over n fibers. The error on the distance obtained from each fiber , O"i, is calculated by 

standard propagation of the error on the light measurement from Equation 4.2. The 

fit track was parameterized with the form y = ax + b, where a is the y-slope and b is 

the y-intercept. 

The data from test session I was subjected to this procedure. The resulting 

distributions of y-intercept and y-slope values obtained from a run with the beam 

centered on the detector are plotted in Figure 4.9. As can be seen in the figure , the 

distributions are centered around zero, indicating no bias in the y-direction. The 

resolutions were extracted from a Gaussian fit to each distribution after subtracting 

the contribution due to the 6mm square trigger scintillators. This contribution is 

0.6cm/y(12) = 0.17 cm and was subtracted in quadrature from the total width of 

the distribution. This procedure yielded a position resolution of 0.44 cm and angular 

resolution of 5.6°. 

The track fitting procedure was repeated for the vertical scan data and results 

in a reconstructed y-intercept and y-slope for a range of true y-intercept positions. 

These results are plotted in Figure 4.10. Note that the correct value for y-intercept 
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0.004 em 

Figure 4.9: Track fitting results for (a) y-intercept and (b) y-slope from test session 

I data with the beam centered on the detector. The mean and sigma values from a 

Gaussian fit to each distribution are indicated. The resulting position and angular 

resolutions are 0.44 cm and 5.60 respectively. The dotted lines show results from fits 

to the simulation data of this test configuration. 
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Figure 4.10: Track fitting results for (a) y-intercept and (b) y-slope from test session 

I vertical beam scan data. The error bars indicate the resolution, corrected for the 

size of the trigger scintillators. The dotted lines indicate the true values for the 

reconstructed quantities 

and y-slope are reconstructed for a large range in y-position of the proton beam. The 

reconstructed y-intercept values deviate from the true values beginning at approxi

mately ±4 cm because of light loss near the detector edges (the fibers are located at 

y = -4, -2,0, +2, +4 cm). 

Data was collected in test session I with the detector rotated about the horizontal 

x-axis by ±10° (see Fig. 4.4). This tests if the track fitting procedure is robust enough 

to correctly reconstruct tracks for events where the track is at diflerent distances 

from all the fibers in a particular row. The results from this exercise, shown in 

Figure 4.11, yield values for y-intercept and y-slope that are symmetric between ±10° 

and the widths are about the same as for 00 tracks shown in Fig. 4.9. The means are 

consistent with the expected geometry except for a slight bias toward smaller absolute 

slopes. The expected value for the y-slope is ±10°. The peaks of the distributions 

are reasonably consistent with that, however, the fit Gaussian is shifted slightly to 

lower absolute values. 

In test session II, two different fiber types were tested in the same apparatus , 
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Figure 4.11: Track fitting results to test session I runs with beam at ±10°. Distribu

tions are shown for (a) y-intercept and (b) y-slope with a beam angle of +10° and 

(c) y-intercept and (d) y-slope with a beam angle of -10°. 

so tracking was not possible with this configuration. However, to determine if the 

better localization observed in test session II would lead to better tracking resolution, 

the simulated data were subjected to the track fitting procedure. The simulation 

reproduces the track fitting results well for test session I data as can be seen in 

Figure 4.9 where the results from the simulation are plotted together with the test 

data. For test session II simulated data, the same form of the light amplitude relation 

(Eq. 4.2) was used but with parameters, Lo = 18.1 photoelectrons and s = 1.81 cm. 

This agrees with the measured function. 

The track fitting results from simulated test session I and II data are shown in 

Figure 4.12. The test session I simulation results (Figs. 4.12a,b) can be compared to 

the distributions from the data shown in Fig. 4.9. The agreement is good. As can be 

seen by comparing the simulation results of test session I and II, the more rapid de

crease of the light amplitude with distance is predicted to result in significantly better 

reconstruction. A comparison of the widths for both intercept and slope between the 

two simulations shows that the resolution is improved by a factor of approximately 

two. From these results, the combination of short attenuation length scintillator and 

... 
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Figure 4.12: Track fitting results to simulated data. Distributions are shown for (a) 

y-intercept and (b) y-slope from test session I simulated data and for (c) y-intercept 

and (d) y-slope from test session II simulated data. The curves show Gaussian fits to 

the data. 

UB fibers (BCF-99(UB) from Table 4.2) maximize tracking capabilities crucial for 

FINeSSE, and therefore will be employed in the FINeSSE detector. 

4.2.2 Neutron Tagging 

In addition to the excellent tracking "scibath" achieves, the light output and collec

tion , even at low energies, in the Vertex Detector, allow for neutron tagging, necessary 

in reducing error on the FINeSSE 68 measurement. 

Neutrons produced in neutrino interactions are important to tag for the 68 anal

ysis in order to differentiate vp --7 vp events from vn --7 vn events. A delayed ( 200 

J..ls) neutron capture signal from the nuclear-capture reaction n + p --7 d + 1'(2.2NJeV) 

correlated with a beam trigger, indicates a vn --7 vn event. Chapter 5 discusses effi

ciencies for detecting these interactions. Here, the detector response to the capture 

signal is described. 

The 2.2 MeV l' tag from neutron capture produces approximately 50 photons 
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Figure 4.13: GEANT3 simulation of number of detected photons for 2.2 MeV "(S in 

the FINeSSE detector. This clear signal allows for neutron tagging, crucial for the 

~s analysis. 

read off by 50 hit fibers (about one photon read off per fiber). Figure 4.13 shows a 

Monte Carlo simulation of detector response to these low energy "(s. The light sharing 

over a number of localized fibers make this a clear signal for neutron capture. 

4.3 The Muon Rangestack 

The Muon Rangestack is located just downstream of the Vertex Detector. This sub

detector, in conjunction with the Vertex Detector, is designed to range out muons 

with energies up to 1.5 GeV, allowing for a measurement of the muon energy. These 

characteristics are needed to enable the reconstruction of CC VJ.l events. Because 

the muons from high energy CC VJ-! events tend to be produced at forward angles, 

the Rangestack need only provide adequate acceptance for coverage in the forward 

direction. 

The iron absorber planes and tracking granularity in the Rangestack are designed 

to meet these requirements. The stack is comprised of 4 x 4 m2 alternating planes of 

scintillator strips and iron absorber with an overall depth of 0.85 m (0.98 m including 

support structure) in the beam direction , and a weight of 100 tons . Of the 0.85 m 

thickness, 0.24 m is scintillator and 0.61 m is iron. This design meets the physics 

requirements while minimizing cost and space demands. 
1M 
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Figure 4.14: An schematic drawing of the detector from the backside showing the 

multiple layers of steel and scintillator that comprise the Muon Rangestack. 

The Rangestack may be seen in Figure 4.14 situated behind the Vertex Detector. 

The structural steel shown supporting the stack is a conceptual design. The PMT 

enclosures or clear fiber bundles surrounding the Rangestack are not shown here. 

Details on the design of the Rangestack can be found in Reference [56] 

4.4 Signal Readout: Phototubes and Electronics 

A common design for signal readout will be used for the Vertex Detector and the Muon 

Rangestack. Requirements for the readout system include independent amplitude and 

timing measurements for each channel. The amplit.ude information is used in the track 

reconstruction and for dE / dx measurement for the particle tracks; timing information 

is used t.o assemble the hits (rejecting spurious noise hits and background tracks), to 

correlate with the beam spills, and in the analysis of secondary events such as muon 

decay and nuclear decay in the active volume following the capture of a neutron 

produced in the primary event. In the Vertex Detector, the full scale signal range will 

extend to > 50 PE, with an amplitude resolution of < 0.1 PE. The timing resolution 
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is not crucial , but needs to be "-'10 ns to reduce spurious hits and background tracks. 

We have made preliminary tests, both with the scibath prototype mentioned above 

and with a test pulser, and simulations, demonstrating this level of performance using 

using a low-cost lO-bit AID converter at a 10-20 MHz sample rate. 

The readout must be sensitive both to the primary interaction events (which are 

in time with the beam spill) and to secondary events as described above. It is also 

useful that it be sensitive to cosmic ray muon tracks, for calibration purposes. For 

these reasons, the front end electronics mm;t be self-triggering and have a relatively 

low dead-time. Dead-time of the proposed system is about l,us, and it applies in

dependently to each channel - it is a matter of recovery of the front end electronics 

only, there is zero dead-time associated with the data readout. A external global 

trigger will also be implemented, which can be used to force an event readout andlor 

a charge pulser event, for diagnostic purposes. 

The readout system being designed to meet these requirements combines a Hama

matsu R7600-00-M64 64-channel multi-anode photomultiplier tube (MAPMT) and 

custom readout electronics in a 64-channel "readout module. " It integrates all the 

necessary front end electronics, HV bias circuits, charge-injection test pulsers, and 

data acquisition and control communications in a compact and rugged module. This 

design is quite similar to that recently developed for the STAR Endcap Electromag

netic Calorimeter shower-maximum detector [57]. The module is a sealed, conduc

tively cooled unit suitable for submerged operation inside the oil tank (for the Vertex 

Detector application). In the Muon Rangestack the readout modules will be mounted 

on the sides of the detector. We are also exploring an option to mount the Vertex 

Detector readout outside the oil tank, in which case it would consist of air-cooled 3U 

form-factor plug-in modules. The Vertex Detector requires 300 modules for readout of 

the active volume and 12 modules for the veto shield. The Muon Rangestack requires 

an additional 34 modules. 

4.5 	 A Possible Future Upgrade: Liquid Argon Time 

Projection Chamber 

A Liquid Argon TPC is not necessary to achieve the physics goals presented in this 

Letter , but, if installed at some time in the future, has the potential to substantially 
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enhance the experiment. Liquid Argon TPC's combine bubble chamber quality reso

lution with active readout giving them great promise for precision neutrino scattering 

measurements. However, the technology has taken some thirty years to reach matu

rity. While the ICARUS collaboration in Europe has shown results from prototype 

Liquid Argon TPCs as large as 600 tons [58], the technology has not yet been widely 

used outside of this collaboration. 

The feasibility of this technology for the set of measurements set forth here is 

currently under active study. If demonstrated to be feasible and worthwhile through 

an on-going R&D prograrn and Monte Carlo studies, a small (",20 ton) Liquid Argon 

TPC could be installed upstream of the existing Vertex Detector to enhance these 

precision neutrino scattering measurements. The rest of this section provides a brief 

description of how these detectors work and some of the issues regarding construction 

and operation of a "'20 ton Liquid Argon TPC detector. 

4.5.1 Detection Technique and Detector Construction 

Charged particles are detected in Liquid Argon TPCs via ionization electrons pro

duced along the path of the passing particle. These ionization electrons drift over 

several meters to the edge of the chamber where they are readout via wire chamber 

planes. In order for the drifting electrons to travel on the order of a meter in Argon, 

without being captured, the impurity levels must be less than 0.1 ppb in the Argon. 

This purity level is achieved by passing the Argon through oxisorb/hydrosorb stan

dard filters. The entire detector must be housed within a large cryostat and have an 

active Argon purification system. 

Ionization electrons are read out on three wire chamber planes with wires at 3 

mm pitch, rotated by 60° with respect to each other. The first two planes read the 

charge induced by the passing electrons and the third collects the charge. 

Scintillation light is also produced in copious amounts in Liquid Argon. ICARUS 

has detected scintillation light levels in its 600 ton prototype via Hamamatsu 8 inch 

Photomultiplier tubes [58]. Scintillation light may provide an additional handle for 

particle identification. 

In a neutrino beam, the time of an event can typically be determined to '" 1 fJ,S 

from beam timing and scintillation light signature. This corresponds to a negligible 

1 mm drift in the Liquid Argon. This information combined with the drift time, and 
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the wire chamber readout, allows for a 3D track reconstruction. Figure 4.15 shows a 

stopped cosmic ray muon track and the decay electron as read out from the 600 ton 

ICARUS Liquid Argon TPC [58]. 

p. stop an d ay in e 

Figure 4.15: A stopped cosmic ray muon and its decay electron, in the ICARUS T600 

prototype [58]. 

4.5.2 R&D program 

In order to independently understand and verify the feasibility of this technology, 

we are building a small , rv 50 liter Liquid Argon TPC prototype. The goal of this 

work is to demonstrate the technology within our group and to allow us to identify 

any unforeseen problems. A rendering of this prototype is shown in Figure 4.16. In 

conjunction with building a prototype, we are studying the specifics of neutrino inter

actions in this kind of detector using detailed Monte Carlo simulations. Throughout 

this process , we have been in contact with members of the ICARUS collaboration ... 

who have been extremely helpful and supportive of our initiative [59]. 

... 

.. 

• 
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Cutaway of the TPC vessel 
showing the PMT, electrode 
cage, wire chambers and 
purity monitor 

HV feed-through 

Purity monitor feed-through 
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Cathode 
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Figure 4.16: Rendering of a small Liquid Argon TPC prototype designed to demon

strate the technology as well as study low energy charge and light production in 

Argon. Prototype work is underway at Yale University. Design work done by Bar

toszek Engineering. 
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Chapter 5 

Physics Sensitivity 

Physics events aTe simulated using a full GEANT3 Monte Cado. Re

construction of these events demonstrates that the physics goals of this 

experiment can be realized. 

5.1 Introduction to Interactions in the Detector 

The event rates expected in the Vertex Detector are listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 for 

neutrinos and anti-neutrinos respectively. The most important and most prevalent 

events occurring in the detector are listed in Table 5.1, along with a description of 

how they are observed in the detector. 

event name 

CCQE 

NCp 

NCn 

CC7f 

NC7f 

reaction 

un - {L - P 

up- up 

un- un 

un - {L-X7f±'o 

up, n _ p , nX7f±'o 

# tracks 

2 

1 

0 

>~2 

>~ 1 

description 

{L ,P: two-body kinematics 

p: two-body kinematics 

n: extraneous visible tracks from up 

scattering, delayed n-capture pho

ton 

Not two-body kinematics 

Not two-body kinematics 

Table 5.1: Summa.ry and description of event types in the detector. "# tracks" means 

typical number of charged particle tracks of significant energy. 

http:Summa.ry
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Figure 5.1: A typical zm ---t I[P reaction in the detector. The event vertex is at the 

origin of the indicated coordinate system. In this example, the {c leaves the Vertex 

Detector, stops in the range stack, and decays. The two neutrinos (dot-dashed lines) 

from the muon decay are seen exiting the apparatus. The short recoil proton track is 

visible as a short stub at the origin. 

Examples of typical simulated events are shown in Figures 5.1-5.3. In these fig

ures , charged hadrons are shown as solid lines , muons as wide dashed lines, neutrinos 

and neutrons as dot-dashed lines, and photons as dotted lines. The detector is shown 

from the side. 

The individual particles within a particular event will be identified via their track 

length, energy loss density, "dE / dx", and their decay pattern: 

• 	 p,±: Long tracks with low dE/dx. High-energy p,± will exit the Vertex Detector, 

enter the veto, and perhaps the range stack. For p,± that stop in an active area, 

the decay (Michel) electron will be observed. 

• 	 p: Short tracks with high dE/dx. A 100 MeV proton travels approximately 

10 cm in liquid scintillator. 

• 	 n: Extraneous tracks from VP scattering. Occasionally transfer enough energy 

in one collision so as to be misidentified as a p track. Will thermalize and 

capture in the detector yielding a delayed 2.2 MeV,. 
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x 

L z 

, 

, 

Figure 5.2: A typical up -'> up reaction expected in the detector, generated at the 

origin. The short proton track (solid line) can be seen, as can the final state neutrino 

(dot-dashed line) which exits the apparatus. In this view, only the Vertex Detector 

is shown. 

X,: 

z>\ . 

Figure 5.3: A typical un -'> un reaction expected in the detector. Several interactions 

of the final state neutron can be seen. The final state neutrino (dot-dashed line) exits 

the apparatus. In this view, only the Vertex Detector is shown. 
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incident v 

N 

Figure 5.4: Illustration of the scattering angles for the NC elastic (lJP ---+ lJN) reaction. 

The CCQE (lJn ---+ IFp) reaction is similar, with the IF in place of the lJ . 

• 	 n±: Longish tracks that look like f.-L±. For n± that decay in the active area of 


the detector, the subsequent f.-L± and e± can be observed. 


• 	 nO: 2 hit clusters from the nO-decay I showers. 

• 	 e±: 1 "fat" track from the e± shower. 

Event Kinematics 

The two-body kinematics of NC elastic (lJN ---+ lJN) and CCQE (lJn ---+ f.-L-p) inter

actions may be better understood by examining the scattering angle definitions in 

Figure 5.4 and the kinematic ellipses in Figure 5.5. 

Due to the energy of the incident neutrino and the low mass of the muon compared 

to the hadron mass, the kinematics of the NCp and CCQE events are almost identical 

above Ev ~ 300 MeV. This simplifies the analysis and interpretation of the NC and 

CCQE event reconstruction. As can be seen in Figure 5.5, the final-state lepton 

may have any angle; the outgoing proton has a maximum lab angle of 90 0 The • 

correlations can also be seen in this figure. An event with a lower-energy high-angle 

lepton is paired with a low-angle high-energy proton (as in Fig. 5.4). And, a low-angle 

high-energy lepton is accompanied by a high-angle low-energy proton. 

• 
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Figure 5.5: Kinematic ellipses for the NC elastic (up ---7 up) reaction. These are also 

valid for the CCQE (un ---7 J-l- p) reaction. The ellipses of increasing size indicate 

the lab momentum for the event at EI/ =500, 1000, 1500 MeV. The longitudinal 

component (parallel to the beam) of the particle momentum is plotted on the x

axis and the transverse component on the y-axis. In a particular event, the particle 

momentum vector is constrained to lie on the appropriate ellipse and in such a way 

to conserve momentum. 
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Plotting energy vs. angle (Fig. 5.6) reveals strong correlations between the two 

variables in such two-body reactions. The events of most interest for the 6s analysis 

are low Q2 events, where the proton has a low energy and a high angle. The lepton 

in these events will be in the forward direction at high energy. Many of the lower 

energy muons range out in the Vertex Detector and veto ; the most energetic ones, at 

small angles, enter and range out in the Muon Rangestack. 

The effects of the Fermi momentum of nucleons can be seen in Fig. 5.6 , which 

compares the final-state protons produced in CCQE scattering from nucleons bound in 

carbon (Fig. 5.6b) to those from free nucleon scattering (Fig. 5.6c). Fermi momentum 

widens the angular distribution of the outgoing proton and suppresses the number of 

nucleons at low momentum ( "Pauli blocking" ). The effect of this additional Fermi 

energy (~ 25 MeV) on the energy of the outgoing proton is small and will have 

minimal impact on measuring the Q2 of the reaction (via Q2 = 2mpTp where mp and 

Tp are the mass and kinetic energy of the proton respectively). 

The correlations shown in Fig. 5.6 will be used to reduce backgrounds from NC 

and CC single pion reactions by requiring that the reconstructed tracks obey the 

illustrated kinematic constraints. 

5.2 Physics Simulations 

The baseline detector, including the Vertex Detector and Muon Rangestack, has 

been simulated using the the GEANT3 [53] simulation package. Physics events were 

transported through this code, and the resulting simulated data reconstructed. 

5.2.1 Simulation of the Detector 

A diagram of the apparatus as modeled by the GEANT-based Monte Carlo pro

gram is shown in Fig. 5.7. The Vertex Detector is simulated as wavelength-shifting 

(VVLS) fibers immersed in liquid scintillator with the same geometry as described 

in Section 4.2. The fiber support structure and tank walls are also included in the 

simulation. The area outside of the fiber area in the scintilla tor t ank (the "veto") 

is active in the simulation. The Muon Rangestack, downstream of the Vertex De

tector, is implemented with the geometry described in Section 4.3, which consists of 

alternating planes of plastic scintillator and iron. 
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Figure 5.6: cos e vs. kinetic energy for the a) iL, b) proton in CCQE scattering from 

bound nucleons, and c) proton in CCQE scattering from free nucleons. Protons in 

NCp reactions will show the same distribution as those in b). 

In the inner region of the Vertex Detector, scintillation light and Cerenkov radia

tion from passing charged particles are simulated. Photons thus produced are tracked 

until they impinge upon a WL8 fiber or the edge of the detector volume, or are ab

sorbed. In the outer 50 cm (veto) region of the liquid scintillator and in the Muon 

Rangestack, individual photons are not tracked - only energy loss is recorded. This 

is not important in these regions as photostatistics are not crucial. 

In the active region of liquid scintillator, it is estimated that 5000 scintillation 

photons are produced in the liquid scintillator for every 1 MeV of energy deposited by 

a charged particle [54J. The absorption and capture efficiency of photons intersecting 

a \\1L8 fiber is estimated to be 5% [54J. These fibers have typical attenuation lengths 

of 2.5 m , and the quantum efficiency of the PMT is approximately 20%. As a result, 

approximately 10% of the photons emitted in the capture cone of the fiber will make 

it to the PMT and produce a photoelectron . Combining these two factors yields 

0.5 

200 400 600 1000 1200 1400 
KE (MeV) 
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.... 
Figure 5.7: Diagram of the detector geometry as simulated by GEANT with a super

imposed CCQE scattering event. 
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an overall efficiency of 0.5% that an optical scintillation photon that strikes a ''''L8 

fiber will be detected at the PMT. To aid the speed of the simulation, the photon 

detection efficiency and production was combined so that 25 (5000 x 0.005) photons 

are produced per MeV. An effective efficiency of 100% for the photons that hit a 

l.5 mm vVL8 fiber was then assumed. In this way, the effects of photostatistics were 

properly simulated and the efficiency of the simulation was kept high. The attenuation 

length (5 m) [54] of the scintillator is fairly large compared to the size of the detector 

and is not a significant effect. The saturation due to large localized energy deposits 

("Birks' Law") is also modeled. The production of Cerenkov photons is simulated 

but is negligible as the number of Cerenkov photons is only about 1% of that for 

scintillation. 

Using these factors , the simulation predicts that a proton track passing near a 

fiber will create approximately 10 photoelectrons in the PIvIT. This is consistent with 

the earlier prototype test results reported in Chapter 4 (factoring in the difference 

in fiber length) . Recent tests indicate that this number may be made higher with 

an optimal fiber/scintillator combination . Employing this method of tracking indi

vidual optical photons in the Vertex Detector assures that the photo statistics (with 

fluctuations) are properly simulated. 

The simulation program can track single-particle events to study the detector 

response for each particle type. Alternatively, it can accept event descriptions as 

generated by the NUANCE MC program as described in Chapter 3. The latter class 

are events that are used to predict physics sensitivities. The output of the detector 

simulation includes: a list of all the "hit" fibers in the Vertex Detector, a list of all 

the bars in the Muon Rangestack that recorded energy loss , and the total amount of 

energy and time of deposit in each area of the detector. These data are subsequently 

passed through the event reconstruction program. 

5.2.2 Event Reconstruction 

The Monte Carlo simulation sample with the Vertex Detector is analyzed with a re

construction program employing the Hough Transformation Technique (HTT) [60]. 

The HTT transformation is a global track finding method that uses the hit fiber infor

mation from the X Z and Y Z orientations (The information from the XY orientation 

has not yet been used - this information will improve the reconstruction from what 
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is reported here). The coordinates of each fiber tha.t record an amount of light over an 

adjustable threshold value are used to calculate R, the perpendicular distance from 

the track to the origin: 

R = X(Y) sina + Z cosa , (5.1 ) 

where a is a track angle. The track angle a is varied in a loop from -90° to +90°, and 

the R and a values for each hit are used to make an entry (weighted by the amount 

of light in the hit) in a histogram. 

The task of track finding then reduces to locating "peaks" in this histogram. 

Locating single tracks is quite easy with this method. For events with multiple tracks , 

alternate methods have been developed and tuned to subtract the light from the first 

track before the algorithm is employed to find subsequent tracks. At present, the 

reconstruction program is limited to finding a maximum of two tracks in each of the 

two 2D-orientations (XZ, Y Z) . 

The 2D-tracks are then combined to form 3D-tracks. The total energy and length 

of each track are also calculated, from which the dE / dx of the track can be deter

mined. 

The simulated detector energy, angle, and position resolutions for 50-500 MeV 

kinetic energy (KE) protons and muons are shown in Figure 5.8. This energy range is 

typical for the tracks that will be contained in the Vertex Detector for physics events. 

This proton kinetic energy range corresponds to Q2 values ranging from 0.1-1.0 GeV2 

in NCp and CCQE reactions. A Gaussian fit to the energy and angle resolution yields 

6.E = 13(16) MeV and 6.B = 100(80) mrad for protons (muons). The quantity 6.v 

plotted in Figure 5.8 is the distance from the calculated track origin from the true 

origin. The simulations of single particles predict a mean 6.v = 9(10) cm for protons 

(muons). The distribution is slightly wider for muons as they produce longer tracks. 

These results indicate detector performance that will meet the physics goals of the 

experiment. The effect of the detector resolution on the physics distributions will be 

shown in the following sections. 

Several examples of the tracks obtained with the HTT reconstruction method 

from simulated data are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. In these figures, the particle 

directions are indicated by the red(light) arrows. The reconstructed tracks and end

points are indicated by blue(dark) lines and dots. As indicated, this method results 

in accurate reconstructed tracks for muons and protons down to kinetic energies of 

100 MeV. 
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Figure 5.S: The energy a,b), angle c,d), and position e,f) resolution of the Vertex 

Detector as simulated and reconstructed for a sample of 1000 single particle events. 

The plots on the left a,c,e) are for 50-500 MeV KE protons , those on the right b,d,f) 

for 50-500 MeV KE muons. Only tracks that were fully contained in the Vertex 

Detector were selected. This effectively limits the upper muon KE to >::::: 300 MeV. 
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Figure 5.9: A XZ (top) and YZ (bottom) projection view of a CCQE event in the 

simulated Vertex Detector with the reconstructed muon (long line) and proton (short 

line) tracks superimposed. In this event, TiJ- = 820 MeV and Tp = 150 MeV. 
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Figure 5.10: A XZ (top) and YZ (bottom) projection view of a NCp event in the 

simulated Vertex Detector with the reconstructed proton track superimposed. In this 

event, Tp = 100 rvleV. 
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5.3 Physics Sensitivities 

5.3.1 6s Measurement 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the quantity 65 may be extracted from neutrino and 

anti-neutrino scattering data via a measurement of the ratio of neutral-current to 

charged-current scattering. A method has been developed to do this with FINeSSE 

with both neutrinos and anti-neutrinos. The results and estimated errors from this 

experiment are reported in the following sections. 

65 Measurement from Neutrino Scattering 

To extract 65 from the neutrino data, the ratio, 

0-( up -7 up) 
RNC/cc = ( )'

(J" un -7 f.rp 

will be employed. To form this ratio from the experimental data, neutral-current 

elastic scattering events (up -7 up) and charged-current quasi-elastic scattering events 

(un -7 f.Cp) will be identified, counted, and corrected for experimental efficiencies. 

Both neutral-current elastic and charged-current quasi-elastic events have unique 

final state signatures. Neutral-current elastic scattering events (NCp) will be identi

fied in the detector by looking for single proton tracks consistent with elastic scatter

ing kinematics. A track is identified as a proton by a large dE / dx. Charged-current 

quasi-elastic scattering events (CCQE) are identified by looking for events with two 

tracks each consistent with the expected dE / dx. In addition, other cuts are employed 

to reject backgrounds. The strategy will be to maintain a compromise between large 

efficiency for low-Q2 events while keeping backgrounds as low as possible. The squared 

four-momentum transfer, Q2, will be determined event by event, by measuring the 

energy of the proton in both NC and CC events. Q2 is determined from the energy 

via Q2 = 2mpTp . 

An important background for this measurement is the misidentification of un -7 

un events as up -7-Up. This background is particularly troublesome since the sensi

tivity of the un -7 un to 65 has the opposite sign as compared to up -7 up. Any 

misidentified un ~ un events dilute the sensitivity of RNC/CC to .6.5. Much work has 

been done to keep this background low. It has been recently shown that the FINeSSE 
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detector has good sensitivity to the 2.2 MeV n-capture photon that is a signature of 

the un -+ un. This has been exploited in the analysis with much success. The con

tamination from un -+ un is now quite low which has enabled a better measurement 

of 6.s than has been reported previously. 

This strategy has been developed and tested using the GEANT3 Monte Carlo 

simulation of the detector and event reconstruction program as described above. A 

large sample of physics events with vertices evenly distributed within the nominal 

volume of the Vertex Detector (2.5 m)3 were tracked through the detector simulation. 

This event sample included both signal and background events as modeled by the 

NUANCE Monte Carlo [36] . The event types and relative frequencies in neutrino 

mode are shown in Table 3.1. 

The event reconstruction cuts were optimized for high efficiency for the signal 

up -+ up and un -+ I-Cp events and large discrimination against background, espe

cially un -+ un. The identification of the n-capture 2.2 MeV photon was particularly 

important in this. The results from this exercise are summarized in Table 5.2. Note 

the high purity and good efficiency for the signal up -+ up and un -+ f-l -P events. 

reaction channel 

NCp cuts NCp NCn NC7f CCQE CC7f 

raw events 39098 37544 35500 184032 100630 

passed events 5668 483 131 203 24 
efficiency (%) 14.5 1.3 0.4 0.1 0.0 

fid. eff. (%) 21.3 1.9 0.5 0.2 0.0 
purity (%) 87.1 7.4 2.0 3.1 0.4 

CCQE cuts NCp NCn NC7f CCQE CC7f 
raw events 39098 37544 35500 184032 100630 

passed events 84 7 285 10090 1789 
efficiency (%) 0.2 0.0 0.8 5.5 1.8 

fid. eff. (%) 0.3 0.0 1.2 8.0 2.6 
purity (%) 0.7 0.1 2.3 82.0 14.5 

Table 5.2: Summary of events that passed the NCp and CCQE cuts along with 

efficiencies and purities: "efficiency" is the reconstruction efficiency throughout the 

(2.5 m)3 volume. "fid. eff." is the reconstruction efficiency within the (2.2 m)3 fiducial 

volume. The simulation data set contained 400k events. 
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Using these reconstructed events, G~(Q2 = 0) (=.6.s), was calculated for the 

simulated neutrino data set and its sensitivity to various experimental errors was 

determined. The errors considered in this procedure include: 

1. statistics of event samples; 

2. neutrino backgrounds; 

3. scattering from free protons in CH2; 

4. experimental systematics in calculated efficiencies and Q2 reconstruction; 

5. and systematics due to uncertainties in backgrounds. 

The resulting distributions from this procedure are summarized in Figure 5.11. 

As can be seen in this figure, the reconstructed event samples are sizable and the 

efficiency high in the Q2 = 0.2 - 0.6 Gey2 range. The resulting measurement of 

RNC/ cc is precise in this Q2 range. In the Q2 = 0.25 Gey2 bin, the simulated 

measurement of the ratio yields R NC/ CC = 0.148 ± 0.004 ± 0.006 where the first error 

is statistical and the second is systematic. 

This simulated measurement of RNCICC over this range of Q2 with the assumption 

of a dipole behavior of the strange axial form factor, G~ (as discussed in Chapter 2) , 

allows for an estimate of the error on .6.s. It was determined to be 0.025. This is a 

substantial reduction in error from previous work by our collaboration. 

The sensitivity of this measurement to uncertainties in form factors has been 

estimated and is summarized in Figure 5.12. The dominant contributions to the form 

factor uncertainties come from the uncertainty in the axial vector mass, M A , and 

from the isoscalar part of the vector form factor, Fi- The current world average of 

MA as measured in neutrino scattering is 1.00±0.02 GeY [17, 18]. The sensitivity of 

.6.s on F!J. is weaker, but this form factor is not well known directly. The sensitivity 

to Ft is negligible. The GO experiment [31] will mea.sure Ff and F!J. to ±O.03 and 

±0.09 respectively at Q2 = 0.3Gey2. These error estimates are used to determine the 

contribution from these form factors. Combining all these contributions in quadrature 

yields a contribution to the error on .6.s of ±0.02 from form factor uncertainties. 

In summary, a neutrino measurement of RNCICC will allow for an extraction 

of .6.s with an experimental error of ±0.025 and a systematic due to form factor 

uncertainties of ±0.02. This is a precise measurement of .6.s. 

http:1.00�0.02
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Figure 5.11: Results from the simulated neutrino measurement of R NC/ CC ' Q2 dis

--ttributions of (a) accepted up --t up (solid) and un J-l - P (dashed) events, (b) 

corresponding efficiencies wi thin the oducial volume, and (c) the reconstructed ratio, 

RNC/ CC ' In (c) the simulated measurement is shown as data points with error bars 

(statistical and total error) along with the predicted values of RNC/ CC at I:::!.s = 0 

(solid line), -0.1 (dashed), and +0.1 (dotted) . 
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Figure 5.12: X2 contours corresponding to 10' (solid) , 20' (dashed ), and 30' (dotted) 

resulting from the a fit procedure to extract 6.8 from the simulated neutrino data 

set. The dependence of 6.8 with (a) M A , the axial vector mass, (b) Ft, and (c) Fi is 

shown. The bands show the best current or future estimates of these parameters. 
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6s Measurement from Anti-neutrino Scattering 

To extract 6s from the anti-neutrino data, the ratio, 

R - (]"(V;;p ---+ V;;p) 
NC/ CC - (_ + )'

(]" 	 1IJ.lP ---+ ~[ n 

will be used. This anti-neutrino ratio is actually more sensitive to 6s than the 

analogous neutrino ratio, however, the measurement is more difficult for the following 

reasons. 

• 	 The flux and event rates are lower for anti-neutrinos. An anti-neutrino run 

time twice as long as the neutrino run will provide only half the total number 

of events. 

• 	 The anti-neutrino beam contains a substantial flux of neutrinos, so the actual 

ratio measured in anti-neutrino mode will be a combination of of RNC/ CC and 

RNC/ CC · 

• 	 The CC quasi-elastic channel for anti-neutrino scattering, lIJ.lP ---+ ~+n, does not 

have a proton in the final state, unlike in the neutrino case. This will cause a 

slightly higher systematic error. 

Even with these slight disadvantages, a measurement of RNC/ CC is still possible, 

and, as seen below results is a respectable additional measurement of 6s. 

A full simulation and reconstruction of anti-neutrino running has yet to be per

formed. That work will be done in the near future. However, based on the neutrino 

event reconstruction , an estimate of the error on 6s resulting from an anti-neutrino 

measurement may be made. This exercise has been done. The major differences from 

the neutrino measurement are larger statistical errors and a larger systematic error 

due to the more difficult-to-reconstruct CC quasi-elastic anti-neutrino channel. 

The resulting simulated measurement of RNC/ CC is shown in Figure 5.13. As 

noted , the errors (both statistical and systematic) are substantially larger than for 

the neutrino measurement . In the Q2 = 0.25 GeV2 bin, the simulated measurement of 

the ratio yields RNC/ CC = 0.181 ± 0.006 ± 0.008 where the first error is statistical and 

the second is systematic. However, the extracted value for 6s will be quite precise, 

due to the high sensitivity of RNC/ CC to 6s. The error on 68, estimated from this 

procedure, is ±0.04. The form factor uncertainties were estimated as they were for 
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Figure 5.13: Q2 distribution of the reconstructed ratio, RNC/ CC , from the simulated 

anti-neutrino measurement. The simulated measurement is shown as data points with 

error bars (statistical and total error) along with the predicted values of RNC/ CC at 

~s = 0 (solid line) , -0.1 (dashed) , and +0.1 (dotted). 

the neutrino measurement described above and are plotted in Figure 5.14. Note that 

the sensitivity of RNC/ CC to the Pi is substantially smaller than for the neutrino 

measurement. This is a nice feature of the anti-neutrino measurement. Combining 

all contributions yields an error on ~s of ±0.02 from form factor uncertainties. 

In summary, an anti-neutrino measurement of RNC/ CC will allow for an extraction 

of ~s with an experimental error of ±0.04 and a systematic due to form factor 

uncertainties of ±0.02. This is a sufficiently precise measurement of ~s and will be 

an important addition to the neutrino measurement . 
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5.3.2 Neutrino Cross Section Measurements 

As demonstrated in the preceding discussion, the CC QE and NC elastic channels can 

be easily reconstructed and isolated because of their simple event topologies. Making 

further use of the superior detector resolution and final state particle identification 

made available by this fine-grained detector technology, more complicated multi-track 

events can also be readily identified. This includes both resonant and coherent neu

trino interactions producing a nO in the final state, as well as corresponding reactions 

in anti-neutrino mode running. 

Single Neutral Pion Measurements 

The superior event reconstruction capabilities of the proposed Vertex Detector will 

greatly enhance the ability to select nO interactions beyond that which is achievable 

in large open volume Cerenkov based detectors in present use. Neutral pions decay to 

two is, which, in turn, pair produce leaving two clusters of charge. A l/It P -7 l/It P nO 

interaction (Figure 5.15) can be distinguished by the presence of these two isolated 

energy deposition clusters corresponding to the converted is along with a short track 

from the final state proton. A l/It n -7 l/It n nO interaction leaves just the energy 

deposition clusters from the converted nO. NC coherent nO events (Figure 5.17) can 

be distinguished from the resonant events in this signal sample from the energies and 

angles of the two final state photons which can be used to determine if the nO angular 

distribution is more forward peaked as one expects for coherent scattering. 

Over the course of the run proposed here, the experiment would accumulate a 

"-J "-Jtotal sample of 23,000 NC nO resonant events and 6,500 NC coherent nO in

teractions in neutrino mode. Reconstruction of the different cross section channels 

beyond what is used for the ~s analysis is not yet complete. However a few very 

simple, pre-reconstruction cuts, show how powerful the "scibath" detection technique 

will be in identifying the different interaction channels. For example, with a few 

simple (pre-reconstruction) cuts described below, resonant and coherent neutral cur

rent single pion channels can be extracted with an efficiency of 34% and a purity of 

54%. As suggested from other fine-grained tracking detectors, reconstruction cuts 

will dramatically improve the purity level for this sample, already at the level of run

ning experiments. The efficiency, already a factor of two better than open volume 

Cerenkov detectors, should also improve. 
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The pre-reconstruction cuts applied to get a first-pass neutral pion sample include 

identifying clusters of charge in the x and y plane, cutting on visible energy in the 

sub-detectors, and identifying late light produced from muon decays at rest. It is 

anticipated that a full clustering algorithm in x,y, and z, vertex position and direction 

reconstruction, and neutron tagging will greatly improve the purity of these samples. 

Finally, charged current 7f o events such as vJ1. n --t p,- P7fo, (Figure 5.16) which 

are additionally accompanied by a final state muon track, can be tagged with some 

of the more sophisticated clustering algorithms under study. Similar efficiencies and 

purities are expected for anti-neutrino running. 
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Figure 5.15: Hit-level simulations ofNC 7f
o interactions in the Vertex Detector, vJ1.p--t 

oV~L P 7f . The three hit clusters correspond to the final state proton and two photons 
ofrom 7f --t II' 

Anti-neutrino Measurements 

Not only are low energy anti-neutrino cross section measurements desperately needed , 

but acquiring large samples of anti-neutrino data can provide additional information 

beyond what we've learned from neutrino scattering experiments. Here , we briefly 

describe two such examples: measurement of NC 7fo and CC n- events in the anti

neutrino data. 
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Figure 5.16: A CC ?To interaction in the Vertex Detector, vJ.L n -7 I-L- P?To The right 

hand figure shows the true GEANT particle trajectories in the Y Z plane. In this 

case, a muon is produced in addition to the three hit clusters from the proton and 

two photons. 

Knowing the rate of anti-neutrino NC ?To backgrounds will be particularly im

portant for future vJ.L -7 Ve oscillation searches. To date, there is only one published 

measurement of an anti-neutrino NC ?To production cross section which was reported 

with 25% accuracy by an early spark chamber experiment [38] . As we have already 

seen from Chapter 2, the least well-known attribute of NC ?To production at low energy 

is the rate of coherent production. Anti-neutrino scattering can provide a unique and 

improved constraint on this particular mode of production. Because anti-neutrino 

resonant rates are expected to decrease (relative to neutrino mode rates), while the 

coherent rates remain the same [39], the coherent contribution is effectively amplified 

in the anti-neutrino data. Figure 5.18 contrasts the expected ?To angular distributions 

for neutrino and anti-neutrino interactions. In the anti-neutrino case, the fraction of 

coherent ?To events is double that in neutrino mode. The more dramatic excess of 

forward peaked events in the anti-neutrino data thereby allows a cleaner and more 

precise measurement of the coherent cross section. 

In addition to NC ?To cross section measurements that can be made in anti

neutrino running at FINeSSE, further exploration of CC resonant pion production 

rates is equally valuable. Because of the differing isospin content of the final states, the 
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Figure 5.17: A NC coherent KO interaction in the Vertex Detector, vjJ. 12C -+ vjJ. 12C KO. 

The figure on the right shows the true GEANT particle trajectories in the X Z plane 

for the same event. As can be seen, the hit clusters correspond to the two photons 

from the KO decay. 

resonances produced in neutrino and anti-neutrino scattering are distinct. Measuring 

resonance production in anti-neutrino mode, and in particular reconstructing invari

ant mass distributions, allows one to probe these various resonant components. The 

ability to measure the reaction vjJ. p -+ p,+ PK- is particularly important as it is more 

sensitive to the effects of resonances beyond the ~(1232), non-resonant backgrounds, 

and interferences between resonance and background amplitudes (Figure 5.19). Such 

effects have been only weakly constrained [62] by limited anti-neutrino statistics in 

this channel from decades old bubble chamber data [63]. Despite the fact that this 

data forms the basis of the models [62, 64] we employ in today's low energy neutrino 

Monte Carlo simulations, it is important to further test these fits with improved, 

higher statistics data. The fine-grained capabilities and anti-neutrino mode opportu

nities possible at FINeSSE could uniquely provide such a test. 
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Figure 5.18: Generated 1[0 angular distributions for resonant (solid) and coherent 
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FINeSSE. The coherently produced pions are more forward peaked in both cases. 
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Chapter 6 

Implementation at Fermilab 

This section gives the considerations for determining the location of the FINeSSE 

detector along the Booster Neutrino Beam Line. 

The primary physics consideration for locating the detector is to maximize the 

Booster Neutrino Beam flux into the detector. The detector is to be centered on 

the beamline, and thus an underground detector hall must be constructed. Also, the 

detector is to be located as close as possible to the target. There are two considerations 

which determine how close to the target the detector can be located. 

The first consideration is the need to avoid disturbing the MiniBooNE Little 

Muon Counter (LMC) counting house during construction of the FINeSSE detec

tor hall. Preliminary discussions with FESS indicate one should stay about 20 feet 

away from the existing counting house unless one wishes to employ more expensive 

excavation and construction techniques. An estimate of the location due to this con

sideration is no closer than 75.3 meters from the target. 

The second consideration is the desire to keep the FINeSSE detector hall classified 

as "limited occupancy" according to the Fermilab Radiation Control Manual. This 

classification is to be in place during construction as well as during operation so that 

schedule coordination with beam operation is not required. The defining constraint is 

given in the MiniBooNE Shielding Assessment which conservatively requires 69.5 feet 

of soil to stop all muons created in the Booster Neutrino Beamline decay channel. A 

conservative estimate of the required location due to this consideration is 50 meters 

plus the 10 foot thickness of the 50 meter absorber plus the required soil, or no closer 

than 74.2 meters from the target. This estimate assumes the 25 meter absorber is 
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not in place, since this is the configuration for FINeSSE. (If the 25 meter absorber 

were in place, the muons would stop short of the 74.2 meter line.) 

The "80 meters from the target" location is an estimate for the upstream face of 

the detector. The 75.3 m and 74.2 m limitations given above relate to the upstream 

wall of the detector hall. The accurate location of the detector within the hall will 

be determined in the 2005 FINeSSE proposal and will include a proper update of 

the detector hall design from the November 2003 FINeSSE proposal, in which the 

upstream face of the detector was located at 100 meters from the target. Preliminary 

discussions with FESS indicate the cost of the detector hall would not change by 

moving it from 100 meters to 80 meters. The discussions included the need to change 

the orientation of the cover over the hall so that it moves transverse to the beam 

line rather than parallel to it. A detailed costing of the original proposed site 100m 

from the target can be found in the FESS project definition report for the FINeSSE 

Detector [65J. 

The underground portion of the detector hall would very likely be classified as 

a confined space since it will only have one stairway for entrance or exit, again to 

save construction costs. The construction of the hall would have to be coordinated 

so that it does not disturb operations dependent on various infrastructure such as 

communication and utility ducts, some of which might serve MiniBooNE and NuMI, 

and eventually FINeSSE as well. 

.. 


• 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

In this letter, we have put forth the case to build a small neutrino experiment at 

Fermilab to measure the strange-quark contribution to the nucleon spin as well as 

important neutrino and anti-neutrino interaction cross sections. 

Determination of the strange spin of the proton , 6.5, as described here, uses a 

theoretically robust method; intense, low-energy neutrino and anti-neutrino beams; 

and a novel detection technique. 

Measurements of neutrino and anti-neutrino cross sections in this energy range 

are crucial for future oscillation measurements as well as for our understanding of 

these interactions. To further advance this knowledge, this experiment combines for 

the first time a high-statistics data sample with fine-grained detection capabilities. 

This experiment can be mounted quickly and relatively inexpensively. 

We look forward to comments and encouragement from the Fermilab PAC and 

Fermilab director regarding this Letter of Intent. Thank you for your consideration. 
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